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I rom the Trenchesi
LATE-BRJAKJNG NEWS AND NOTES FROM THE WORLD OF_ARCHAEOLOGY

Does the Natural Gas Boom Endanger
Archaeology

:4
-.3. ....%

Qn rhe North Kranch of Pennsylvania’s St squehai-o.i
River, toughly an hour northwest of Sranton, sits Prie
denshuetten. Meaning “tents of peace,” the village was

an eighcLenrh.cenrur umpii frnnded by a i\ Torwan missvoary.
There, both expats from u’ht is now the eastern Czech Republic
and Native Americans of the Eastern Delaware Nation coexisted
in log cabins and wigwams from 1763 until 1772 when simmering
distrust dissolved the settlement.

Archaeologists from Kings College in Wilkes-Barre began
vating the site in 1972, finding pieces of pipes, flints, and remains of
a hearth, among other artifacts. The following year they uncovered
the village’s main core.

Today situated amid the village’s remains are two installations
courtesy of Chesapeake Energy the u.s:s second largest producer
of natural gas. One is a set of interpretive panels that explain the
significance of the Site. The other is a pipeline.

Back in the mid.1980s. Pennsylvania historical societies first
Identified the natural gas industry as a threat to archaeological sites.
At the time, the warning just covered conventional well drilling.
But, over the past five years, exploration of the Marcellus Shale
formation, which extends from upstate New brk to Tennessee, has
ramped up. New developments in hydraulic fracturing, or”frack
ing”—the injection of millions of gallons of a fluid mixture made
up primarily of water and sand into the shale—allow companies
to extract greater quantities of methane trapped within the rock.
The practice opens up areas where it was previously not feasible to
retrieve natural gas.The resulting gas rush could further encroach on
Pennsylvania’s archaeological history thanks to minimal regulatory
oversight from Harrisburg.

“It’s a beautiful example of totally screwed up priorities,” says
Katherine Faull, a professor of German and the humanities at
Bucknell University who uncovered a map of Friedenshuetten in a
Moravian church in Germany, which she translated, annotated, and
published in 2009. ‘sVhen she discusses Friedenshuerren today her
voice carries an air of exasperation. “There’s nobody it seems, who
can say anything or stop the energy companies.”

Faull’s story echoes that of BiliJohnson, an independent archae
ologist who, for 15 years, studied a southwestern Pennsylvania site
where two different Monongahela villages (dating to A.D. 1300 and
1450, respectively) once stood. Unknown marauders in the early
1500s sacked the later settlement, burning its cache of corn and
butchering several children—eating at least one of them. Johnson
is still cataloging artifacts from the site, halfof which, he discovered
recently, has a drill rig on it. (The Archaeological Conservancy
bought the other half in 2007.) “bu assume,” he says, that the SitC

is always going to be there.”
Two energy industry—friendly provisions on Pennsylvania’s

books make that a dangerous assumption. The first is the so-called
“10-acre rule;’ wherein if a company applies to the sratds Depart
ment of Environmental Protection for a permit on a project that
will take up 10 or fewer acres of land, the Pennsylvania Historical
& Museum Commission (PHMC) is not required to review the
proposal to ensure the protection of archaeological sites, nor does
it have to be notified. ‘When a project does exceed that acreage, the
PHMC is notified. However, thanks to a 1995 amendment to the
state’s history code known as Act 707 passed under heavy pressure
from the gas lobby, the PHMC must fund, or itself undertake,

-w
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FROM THE TRENCIS;

any excavations of previously recorded
archaeological sites that exist where a per
mit is pending. “PHMC has a far smaller
staff and fwer financial resources than in
the past,” says Doug McLearen, chief of
the PHMC’s Division of Archaeology &
Protection,”We no longer conduct or fund
such excavations:’

Act 70 makes PHMCs stewardship
of Pennsylvania archaeology an “unfunded
mandate:’ says Jason Espino, president of
the Society for Pennsylvania Archaeol
ogy’s Allegheny Chapter. ‘eVith worries

about increased fracking of the Marcellus
Shale, Espino has heard stories of the gas
industry’s impact on Paleoindian sites in
western Pennsylvania and sites that likely
contained multiple settlements over time
and contain artifacts dating from the early
Archaic period, 9,000 years ago, up to the
turn of the seventeenth century.

Espino is currently working toward a
masters degree in applied archaeology at
Indiana University of Pennsylvania. For
his thesis, he’s tracking 3,000 prevIously
recorded sites in Washington County
where fracking in Pennsylvania first began
n 2005. He notes that fracking requires

Less actual drilling than conventional wells
rhe high-pressure method is combined

with horizontal drilling to create clustered
acrworks of cracks that open up more of the
ormation to extraction). But each fracking
peration affects five times as much land

:10 acres versus two). He says that nearly
17,000 acres of land statewsde were at risk
,f disturbance in 2010, compared to 10,000

acres in 2008.Acknowledging a need to bal
ance economic and archaeological interests,
he suggests allowing the Pl-IMC to cross-
reference the locations for all proposed wells
with the locations of known archaeological
sites. PHMC could then warn that wells
might impact an archaeological site and
recommend moving operations a couple
hundred feet over to avoid them,” he says.

Wimen presented with Espino’s proposal,
Travis Windle, a spokesperson for the
Marcellus Shale Coahton, a trade group
that represents more than 200 oil and
gas companies, among them Chesapeake
Energy responded, “If thafs nor going to
present any major operational heartburn,
hiccups, issues, that’s a no-bramner’

One approach that could mitigate harm
to archaeological sites is to align the move
ment for their protection with the efforts
of environmental groups. To date, concerns
about groundwater contamination—by the
chemicals used in and the methane released
from fracking—have led to a moratorium
on the process in both New York and New
Jerse Whereas some archaeoloisrs worry
that an alliance would lead to their interests
being subjugated to environmentalists’
concerns, Tim Murtha, an archaeologist at
Penn State University strongly disagrees.
“Conservationists do a much better job at
communicating the issues than we have;’ he
explains.” Wa can’t disentangle human his
tory from natural history or environmental
histoi-; and it’s that notion that should
bring us together in terms of preservation.”

—NIKHIL SvA,nNATHAN

ARCHAEOLOGY• NovembetiDecernber 201



Historic and Pre-historic Preservation

We, the undersigned, are requesting that the historic and pre-historic sites of Southwestern
Pennsylvania be preserved. Several colleges and historical organizations have a wealth of information
on History, Native Americans and Euro-Americans, that are being lost forever due to the lack of
concern for these sites by natural gas drilling companies. The drilling companies should be held
accountable for the destruction of these sites as mandated by section 106 of the Historical Preservation
Code, the state constitution section 27 and be prohibited from drilling until these sites can be
eiamined by the Pennsylvania Archaeological Society Mon-Yough Chapter 3 or professional
archaeologists
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Historic and Pre-historic Preservation

We, the undersigned, are requesting that the historic and pre-historic sites of Southwestern

Pennsylvania be preserved. Several colleges and historical organizations have a wealth of information

on History, Native Americans and Euro-Ameiicans, that are being lost forever due to the lack of

concern for these sites by natural gas drilling companies. The drilling companies should he held

accountable for the destruction of these sites as mandated by section 106 of the Historical Preservation

Code, the state constitution section 27 and be prohibited from drilling until these sites can be

examined by the Pennsylvania Archaeological Society Mon-Yougb Chapter 3 or professional

archaeologists
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Historic and Pre-historic Preservation

We, the undersignedi are requesting that the historic and pre-historic sites of Southwestern

Pennsylvania be preserved. Several colleges and historical organizations have a wealth of information

on History, Native Americans and Euro-Americans, that are being lost forever due to the laek of

concern for these sites by natural gas drilling companies. The drilling companies should be held

accountable for the destruction of these sites as mandated by section 106 of the Historical Preservation

Code, the state constitution section 27 and be prohibited from drilling until these sites can be

examined by the Pennsylvania Archaeological Society Mon-Yough Chapter 3 or professional

archaeologists
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Historic and Pre-historie Preservation

We, the undersigned, are requesting that the historic and pre-historic sites of Southwestern

Pennsylvania be preserved. Several colleges and historical organizations have a wealth of information

on History, Native Americans and Euro-Americans, that are being lost forever due to the lack of

concern for these sites by natural gas drilling cornpanies The drilling companies should be held

accountable for the destruction of these sites as mandated by section 106 of the Historical Preservation

Code, the state constitution section 27 and be prohibited from drilling until these sites can be

examined by the Pennsylvania Archaeological Society Mou-Yough Chapter 3 or professional

archaeologists
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Historic and Pre4iistoric Preservation

We, the undersigned, are requesting that the historic and pre-historic sites of Southwestern

Pennsylvania be preserved. Several colleges and historical organizations have a wealth of information

on History, Native Americans and Enro.Americans, that are being lost forever due to the lack of

concern for these sites by natural gas drilling companies. The drilling companies should be held

accountable for the destruction of these sites as mandated by section .106 of the Historical Preservation

Code, the state constitution section 27 and be prohibited from drilling until these sites can be

examined by the Pennsylvania Archaeological Society Mon-Yough Chapter 3 or professional

archaeologists
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Historic and Pre-historic Preservation

We, the undersigned, are requesting that the historic and pre-historic sites of Southwestern

Pennsylvania be preserved. Several colleges and historical organizations have a wealth of information

on History, Native Americans and Euro-Americans, that are being lost forever due to the lack of

concern for these sites by natural gas drilling companies. The drilling companies should be held

accountable for the destruction of these sites as mandated by section,106 of the Historical Preservation

Code, the state constitution section 27 and be prohibited from drilling until these sites can be

examined by the Pennsylvania Archaeological Society Mon-Yough Chapter 3 or professional

archaeologists
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Historic and Pre-historjc Preservation

We, the undersigned, are requesting that the historic and pre-liistoric sites of Southwestern

Pennsylvania be preserved. Several colleges and historical organizations have a wealth of information

on History, Native Americans and Euro-Americans, that are being lost forever due to the lack of

concern for these sites by natural gas drilling companies. The drilling companies should be held
accountable for the destruction of these sites as mandated by section 196 of the Bistorical Preservation

Code, the state constitution section 27 and be prohibited from drilling until these sites can be

examined by the Pennsylvania Archaeological Society Mon-Yough Chapter 3 or professional

archaeologists
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Historic and Pre-histaric Preservation

We, the undersigned, are requesting that the historic and prehistoric sites of Southwestern

Pennsylvania be preserved. Several colleges and historical organizations have a wealth of information

on History, Native Americans and Euro-Americans, that are being lost forever due to the lack of

concern for these sites by natural gas drilling companies. The drilling companies should be held

accountable for the destruction of these sites as mandated by section.106 of the Historical Preservation

Code, the state constitution section 27 and be prohibited from drilling until these sites can be

examined by the Pennsylvania Archaeological Society Mon-Yough Chapter 3 or professional

archaeologists
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Historic and Pre-historic Preservation

We the undersigned, are requesting that the historic and pre-historic sites of Southwestern

Pennsylvania be preserved. Several colleges and historical organizations have a wealth of information

on Elistory, Native Americans and Euro-Americans, that are being lost forever due to the lack of

concern for these sites by natural gas drilling companies. The drilling companies should be held

accountable for the destruction of these sites as mandated by section 106 of the Historical Preservation

Code, the state constitution section 27 and be prohibited from drilling until these sites can be

examined by the Pennsylvania Archaeological Society Mon-Yough Chapter 3 or professional

archaeologists
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Historic and Pre-historic Preservation

We, the undersigned, are requesting that the historic and pre-historic sites of Southwestern
Pennsylvania be preserved. Several colleges and historical organizations have a wealth of information
on History, Native Americans and Euro-Americans, that are being lost forever due to the lack of
concern for these sites by natural gas drilling companies. The drilling companies should be held
accountable for the destruction of these sites as mandated by section.106 of the Historical Preservation
Code, the state constitution section 27 and be prohibited from drilling until these sites can be
examined by the Pennsylvania Archaeological Society Mon-Yough Chapter 3 or professional
archaeologists
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Historic and Pre-historic Preservation

11. 0

12.\ \cN

13. \>LU/

We, the undersigned, are requesting that the historic and pro-historic sites of Southwestern
Pennsylvania be preserved. Several colleges and historical organizations have a wealth of information
on Histovy, Native Americans and Euro-Americans, that are being lost forever due to the lack of
concern for these sites by natural gas drilling companies, The drilling companies should be held
accountable for the destntion of these sites as mandated by section.106 of the Historical Preservation
Code, the state constitution section 27 and be prohibited from drilling until these sites can be
examined by the Pennsylvania Archaeological Society Mon-Yough Chapter 3 or professional
archaeologists
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Historic and Pre-historic Preservation

We, the undersigned, are requesting that the historic and pre-kistoric sites of Southwestern
Pennsylvania be preserved. Several colleges and historical organizations have a wealth of information
on History, Native Americans and Euro-Americans, that are being lost forever due to the Jack of
concern for these sites by natural gas drilling companies. The drilling companies should be held
accountable for the destruction of these sites as mandated by section 106 of the Historical Preservation
Code, the state constitution section 27 and be prohibited from drilling until these sites can be
ciamined by the Pennsylvania Archaeological Society Mon-Vough Chapter 3 or professional
archaeologists
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Historic and Pre-historic Preservation

We, the undersigned, are requesting that the historic and pre-historie sites of Southwestern

Pennsylvania be preserved. Several colleges and historical organizations have a wealth of information

on History, Native Americans and Euro-Americans, that are being lost forever due to the lack of

concern for these sites by natural gas drilling companies. The drilling companies should be held

accountable for the destruction of these sites as mandated by section1O6 of the Historical Preservation

Code, the state constitution section 27 and be prohibited from drilling until these sites can be

examined by the Pennsylvania Archaeological Society Mon-Yougb Chapter 3 or professional

archaeologists
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Historic and Pre-historic Preservation

We, the undersigned, are requesting that the historic and pre-historic sites of Southwestern
Pennsylvania be preserved. Several colleges and historical organizations have a wealth of information
on History, Native Americans and Euro-Americans, that are being lost forever due to the lack of
concern for these sites by natural gas drilling companies. The drilling companies should be held
accountable for the destruction of these sites as mandated by section 106 of the Historical Preservation
Code, the state constitution section 27 and be prohibited from drilling until these sites can be
examined by the Pennsylvania Archaeological Society Mon-Yough Chapter 3 or professional
archaeologists
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Historic and Pre-historic Preservation

We, the undersigned, are requesting that the historic and prehistorie sites of Southwestern

Pennsylvania be preserved. Several colleges and historical organizations have a wealth of information

on History, Native Americans and Euro-Americans, that are being lost forever due to the lack of

concern for these sites by natural gas drilling companies. The drilling companies should be held

accountable for the destruction of these sites as mandated by section 106 of the Historical Preservation

Code, the state constitution section 27 and be prohibited from drilling until these sites can be

examined by the Pennsylvania Archaeological Society Mon-Yough Chapter 3 or professional

archaeologists
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Historic and Pre-historic Preservation

We, the undersigned, are requesting that the historic and pre-historic sites of Southwestern
Pennsylvania be preserved. Several colleges and historical organizations have a wealth of information
on History, Native Americans and Euro-Americans,, that are being lost forever due to the lack of
concern for these sites by natural gas drilling companies. The drilling companies should be held
accountable for the destruction of these sites as mandated by section 106 of the Historical Preservation
Code, the state constitution section 27 and be prohibited from drilling until these sites can be
examined by the Pennsylvania Archaeological Society Mon-Yough Chapter 3 or professional
archaeologists
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Historic and Pre-historic Preservation

We, the undersigned, are requesting that the historic and pro-historic sites of Southwestern
Pennsylvania be preserved. Several colleges and historical organizations have a wealth of information
on History, Native Americans and Euro-Americans, that are being lost forever due to the lack of
concern for these sites by natural gas drilling companies. The drilling companies should be held
accountable for the destruction of these sites as mandated by section.106 of the Historical Preservation
Code, the state constitution section 27 and be prohibited from drilling until these sites can be
examined by the Pennsylvania Archaeological Society Mon-Yongb Chapter 3 or professional
archaeologists
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Historic and Pre-historic Preservation

We, the undersigned, are requesting that the historic and pre-historic sites of Southwestern

Pennsylvania be preserved. Several colleges and historical organizations have a wealth of information

on History, Native Americans and Euro-Americans, that are being Just forever due to the lack of

concern for these sites by natural gas drilling companies. The drilling companies should be held

accountable for the destruction of these sites as mandated by section 106 of the Historical Preservation

Code, the state constitution section 27 and be prohibited from drilling until these sites can be

examined by the Pennsylvania Archaeological Society Mon-Vough Chapter 3 or professional

archaeologists
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Historic and Pre-historic Preservation

We, the undersigned, are requesting that the historic and pre-historic sites of Southwestern

Pennsylvania be preserved. Several colleges and historical organizations have a wealth of information

on History, Native Americans and Euro-Americans, that are being lost forever due to the lack of

concern for these sites by natural gas drilling companies. The drilling companies should be held

accountable for the destruction of these sites as mandated by section 106 of the Historical Preservation

Code, the state constitution section 27 and be prohibited from drilling until these sites can be

examined by the Pennsylvania Archaeological Society Mou-Yough Chapter 3 or professional

archaeologists
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Historic and Pre-historic Preservation

We, the undersigned, are requesting that the historic and pre-historic sites of Southwestern

Pennsylvania be preserved. Several colleges and historical organizations have a wealth of information

on flistory, Native Americans and Euro-Americans, that are being lost forever due to the lack of

concern for these sites by natural gas drilling companies. The drilling companies should be held

accountable for the destruction of these sites as mandated by section1O6 of the Historical Preservation

Code, the state constitution section 27 and be prohibited from drilling until these sites can be

examined by the Pennsylvania Archaeological Society Mon-Yougb Chapter 3 or professional

archaeologists
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Historic and Pre-historic Preservation

We, the undersigned, are requesting that the historic and pre-historic sites of Southwestern

Pennsylvania be preserved. Several colleges and historical organizations have a weltb of information

on History, Native Americans and Euro-Americans, that are being lost forever due to the lack of

• concern for these sites by natural gas drilling companies. The drilling companies should be held

accountable for the destnition of these sites as mandated by section106 of the Historical Preservation

Code, the state constitution section 27 and be prohibited from drilling until these sites can be

examined by the Pennsylvania Archaeological Society Mon-Yough Chapter 3 or professional

archaeologists
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Historic and Pre-historic Preservation

We, the undersigned, are requesting that the historic and pre-historic sites of Southwestern
Pennsylvania be preserved. Several colleges and historical organizations have a wealth of information

on History, Native Americans and Euro-Americans, that are being lost forever due to the lack of

concern for these sites by natural gas drilling companies. The drilling companies should be held
accountable for the destruction of these sites as mandated by section.106 of the Historical Preservation
Code, the state constitution section 27 and be prohibited from drilling until these sites can be
examined by the Pennsylvania Archaeological Society Mon-Yough Chapter 3 or professional
archaeologists
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Historic and Prehistoric Preservation

We, the undersigned, are requesting that the historic and pre-historic sites of Southwestern
Pennsylvania be preserved. Several colleges and historical organizations have a wealth of information
on History, Native Americans and Euro-Americans, that are being lost forever due to the lack of
concern for these sites by natural gas drilling companies. The drilling companies should be held
accountable for the destruction of these sites as mandated by section 106 of the Historical Preservation
Code, the state constitution section 27 and be prohibited from drilling until these sites can be
examined by the Pennsylvania Archaeological Society Mon-Yough Chapter 3 or professional
archaeologists
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Historic and Pre-hjstorjc Preservation

We, the undersigned, are requesting that the historic and prehistoric sites of Southwestern
Pennsylvania be preserved. Several colleges and historical organizations have a wealth of information

on History, Native Americans and Euro-Americans, that are being lost forever due to the lack of
concern for these sites by natural gas drilling companies. The drilling coupanies should be held
accountable for the destruction of these sites as mandated by section 106 of the Historical Preservation
Code, the state constitution section 27 and be prohibited from drilling until these sites can be
examined by the Pennsylvania Archaeological Society Mon-Vough Chapter 3 or professional
archaeologists
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Historic and Pre-historic Preservation

We, the undersigned, are requesting that the historic and pre-historic sites of Southwestern
Pennsylvania be preserved. Several colleges and historical organizations have a wealth of information
on History, Native Americans and Euro-Americans, that are being lost forever due to the lack of
concern for these sites by natural gas drilling companies. The drilling companies should be held
accountable for the destruction of these sites as mandated by section .106 of the Historical Preservation
Code, the state constitution section 27 and be prohibited from drilling until these sites can be
examined by the Pennsylvania Archaeological Society Mon-Yough Chapter 3 or professional
archaeologists
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Historic and Pre-historic Preservation

We, the undersigned, are requesting that the historic and pre-historic sites of Southwestern
Pennsylvania be preserved. Several colleges and historical organizations have a wealth of information
on History, Native Americans and Euro-Americans, that are being lost forever due to the lack of
concern for these sites by natural gas drilling companies. The drilling companies should be held
accountable for the destruction of these sites as mandated by section 106 of the Historical Preservation

Code, the state constitution section 27 and be prohibited from drilling until these sites can be
examined by the Pennsylvania Archaeological Society Mon-Yough Chapter 3 or professional
archaeologists
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tions to an unchecked regulatory birds, bats and mammals as endan- form,” Pyle noted. “I’m sure there
process that’s been stifling ceo- ge:ed and threatened, along with 62 will be amendments offered on the
nomic development and penalizing fish, amphibians and invertebrates: floor, and it still has to go through
landowners. Pyle has auestioned the need for the Senate. I’m not surewhatthey’re

“I think the bill adds a consistency, the state to list species that may be thinking.”
I think it adds a transparency and low on population in Pennsylvania Jefferson County Sen. Joe
it brings them into line with Penn- but thriving elsewhere. Scariati, R-25, has introduced a

sylvania’s other rule-promulgating “What most people are most fa- similar bill in the state Senate.
agencies,” Pyle said. “What a lot of miliar with is the federal endan
people don’t know iC Fish and Boat ered species list. What people don’t Natasha Lindstrorn may be
and Game commissions are the only know is the Game Commission and reached at niin4stroin@calkins.
ones not subject to IRRC. Everyone Fish and Boat maintain their own corn.
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Ii S Fish & Wildlife Service

Threatened and Endangered Species

Indiana Bat

The Indiana bat is an endangered
species. Endangered species are
animals and plants that are in danger of
becoming extinct. Threatened species
are those that are likely to become
endangered in the foreseeable future.
Identifying, protecting, and restoring
endangered and threatened species are
primary objectives of the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service’s endangered species
program.

What is the Indiana Bat?
Description
The scientific name of the Indiana bat is
Myotis sod us and it is an accurate
description of the species. Myotis
means “mouse ear” and refers to the
relatively small, mouse-like ears of the
bats in this group. Sodalis is the Latin
word for “companion.” The Indiana bat
is a very social species; large numbers
cluster together during hibernation.
The species is called the Indiana bat
because the fIrst specimen described to
science in 1928 was based on a specimen
found in southern Indiana’s Wyandotte
Cave in 1904.

The Indiana bat is quite small, weighing
only one-quarter of an ounce (about the
weight of three pennies). In flight, it
has a wingspan of 9 to 11 inches. The
fur is dark-brown to black. The Indiana
bat is similar in appearance to many
other related species, Biologists can
distinguish it from similar species by
comparing characteristics such as the
structure of the foot and color
variations in the fur.

Habitat
Indiana bats hibernate during winter in
caves or, occasionally, in abandoned
mines. For hibernation, they require
cool, humid caves with stable
temperatures, under 50’ F but above
freezing. Very few caves within the
range of the species have these
conditions.

Hibernation is an adaptation for
survival during the cold winter months
when no insects are available for bats to
eat. Bats must store energy in the form
of fat before hibernating. During the six
months of hibernation the stored fat is
their only source of energy. If bats are
disturbed or cave temperatures
increase, more energy is needed and
hibernating bats may starve.

After hibernation, Indiana bats migrate
to their summer habitat in wooded
areas where they usually roost under
loose tree bark on dead or dying trees.
During summer, males roost alone or in
small groups, while females roost in
larger groups of up to 100 bats or more.
Indiana bats also forage in or along the
edges of forested areas.

Reproduction
Indiana bats mate during fall before
they enter caves to hibernate. Females
store the sperm through winter and
become pregnant in spring soon after
they emerge from the caves.

After migrating to their summer areas
females roost under the peeling barko
dead and dying trees in groups of up tc
100 or more. Such groups are called
maternity colonies. Each female in the
colony gives birth to only one pup per
year. Young bats are nursed by the
mother, who leaves the roost tree only
to forage for food. The young stay wit]
the maternity colony throughout their
first summer.

Feeding Habits
Indiana bats eat a variety of flying
insects found along rivers or lakes and
in uplands. Like all insect-eating bats,
they benefit people by consuming
insects that are considered pests or
otherwise harmful to humans, Their
role in insect control is not insignificant

Indiana bats eat up to half their body
weight in insects each night.

Range
Indiana bats are found over most of the
eastern half of the United States.
Almost half of all Indiana bats (207,000

(Myotis sodalis)

Indiana bats eat up to haftheir body weight in insects each night.



in 2005) hibernate in caves in southern
Indiana. In 2005, other states which
supported populations of over 40,000
included Missouri (65,000), Kentucky
(62,000), Illinois (43,000) and New York
(42,000). Other states within the
current range of the Indiana bat include
Alabama, Arkansas, Connecticut, Iowa,
Maryland, Michigan, New Jersey, North
Carolina, Ohio, Oklahoma,
Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Vermont,
Virginia, West Virginia. The 2005
population estimate is about 457,000
Indiana bats, half as many as when the
species was listed as endangered in
1967.

Why is the Indiana Bat
Endangered?
Human Disturbance
Indiana bats, because they hibernate in
large numbers in only a few caves, are
extremely vulnerable to disturbance.
During hibernation, they cluster in
groups of up to 500 per square foot.
Since the largest hibernation caves
support from 20,000 to 50,000 bats, it is
easy to see how a large part of the total
population can be affected by a single
event. Episodes of large numbers of
Indiana bat deaths have occurred due to
human disturbance during hibernation.

Cave Commercializa,tion and
Improper Gating
The commercialization of eaves
allowing visitors to tour caves during
hibernation — drives bats away.
Changes in the structure of caves, such
as blocking an entrance, can change the
temperature in a cave. A change of
even a few degrees can make a cave
unsuitable for hibernating bats. Some
eaves are fitted with gates to keep
people out, but improper gating that
prevents access by bats or alters air
flow, temperature, or humidity can also
be harmful. Properly constructed gates
are beneficial because they keep people
from disturbing hibernating bats while
maintaining temperature and other
requirements and allowing access for
bats.

Summer Habitat Loss or
Degradation
Indiana bats use trees as roasting and
foraging sites during summer months.

Loss and fragmentation of forested
habitats can affect bat populations.

Pesticides and Environmental
Contaminants
Insect-eating bats may seem to have an
unlimited food supply, but in local areas,
insects may not be plentiful because of
pesticide use. This can also affect the
quality of the bats’ food supply. Many
scientists believe that population
declines occurring today might be due,
in part, to pesticides and environmental
contaminants. Bats may be affected by
eating contaminated insects, drinking
contaminated water, or absorbing the
chemicals while feeding in areas that
have been recently treated.

What is Being Done toPrevent
Exthietion of the Indiana Bat?
Listing
Prompted by declining populations
caused by disturbance of bats during
hibernation and modification of
hibernacula, the Indiana bat was listed
in 1967 as “in danger of extinction”
under the Endangered Species
Preservation Act of 1966. It is listed as
“endangered” under the current
Endangered Species Act of 1973.
Listing under the Endangered Species
Act protects the Indiana bat from take
charming, harassing, killing) and
requires Federal agencies to work to
conserve it.

Recovery Plan
The Endangered Species Act requires
that recovery plans be prepared for all
listed species. The U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service developed a recovery
plan for the Indiana hat in 1983 and is
now revising that Plan. The recovery
plan describes actions needed to help
the bat recoven

Habitat Protection
Public lands like National Wildlife
Refuges, military areas, and U.S.
Forest Service lands are managed for
Indiana bats by protecting forests. This
means ensuring that there are the size
and species of trees needed by Indiana
bats for roasting; and providing a
supply of dead and dying trees that can
be used as roost sites. In addition, caves
used for hibernation are managed to

maintain suitable conditions for
hibernation and eliminate disturbance.

Education and Outreach
Understanding the important role
played by Indiana bats is a key to
conserving the species. Helping people
learn more about the Indiana bat and
other endangered species can lead to
more effective recovery efforts.

U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service
I Federal Drive
Fort Sneiing, Minnesota 55111
612/713535O
l:ttpi/wwwfws.gov/mklwesVendangered
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-ti-volume hydraulic fracturing (HVHF) has revolutionized th oiland gas industry wo:’ttiwide but has been aecempritati by highlycontroversial incidents of epocted water contr Tiintin. For exampIe, gaL;i:’-’f ta ccntsroinsrdcn by stray natml gas anct spillage
of brine and other gas drag-tabled fluids is known to occur.However. contarrrination of shallow potable aquifers by HVHF atdepth has never bean fully documented. We rivestigatod a casewhere Marcells Shale gas wells in Pennsylvania caused inunda
tion of natural gas and foam in initially potable groundwater used
by several households. With comprehensive 2D gas chromatogra
phy coupled to time-of-flight mass spectromety (GCnC-TOF1lf 5),
an unresolved complex mixture of organic compounds was idaniihej
in the aquifer. Similar signatures were also okseived in ilorijback
fromttiiareecs Shale gas wells. A compound identified in flow
back, 2-n-Sueoayethanol, was also positively identified in one ofthe foaming drinking water watts at nanogrem-per-lier concen
trations. The most likely explanation of the lnddent is that stray
natural gas and drilling or HF compounds were driven —i—3 kmalong slrliosv to intertrrediate depth irachires to the aquifer used
as a poteble water source. Part cf the problem may have been
wastesuaters iraro a pit leak reported at the nsrest gas well
pad—thu only nearby pad where walls were liydrauiically fac
tored befera the contamination incident, If samples of drilling,
pit, and IIVKF fluids had beeti nvcikine, OeGC-IOfiblS might
have fingerprinted the contamination source Such evaluations
would rontuihirtu cicrnifiranrlt, Co I tsar ma’wgernent practices
as the shale gas industry expands worldwide.

high-volume hydrautic fracturing skate ger natural gc I vater quality IMarcellus 5hIe

LI] orizonlal drilling anti high-volume hydraulic frecturing (HV[-1F)Ut are user! in combination to extract naturri gns. condensate,
and oil from shale resen-oirs in lire United Slates at rates af
fect log the world economy (1—4). In the shale gas-rich Marcellus
Formation, such slick water HVT-IF began ir 206-, leading to
>8,000 Maccellos wells drillcd in Pcrrnsivania (PA) alone as
of October 2014. Nearly 70% of these have men hydraulically
tractured using large volumes of water and send with relatively
small volumes of gels., acids biocide, anti other compounds (5.
6). The fast rate of such shale development iii the northeastern
United States has led to several cases of water resource impacts,
including surface discharges of contaminants as ecu as ithsrsrlana
gas migration (6—12). Although media repor :s of incidents are
common, published reports ate few (10).

The most useful esidence fnr incidents trOts contaminants
directly to the source v:ith a high degree of certainty. To evaluate
mpact, a “rnutttple tines of evidence” approach (13- 16) is

generally necessary, including (!) lime series analyses of natural
gas and organic and inorganic compound ccncentrations, (0)
comparisons of natural gas isotopic compositcm.s hetv,een gas
welt annular gas anti groundwater, (01) assessments of gas well
construction, (fr), chronology ot events, (r’) l7Jrogcoiogi.z char’
acterization, and (vi) geospatial relationships

Here we provide data for a contamination incident from PA
v,’here the regulator (PA Department of Environmerittl Pro
tection, PADEP) concluded that stray natural rat derived from
nearby Marcallus Shale gas v,elts contaminated the aquifer used
by at least three hiosrteltotds in southeastern Bradford County,
PA (Fig. 1). In addition to gas, the svell waters were also ob
served to foam (Fig. IC). lieS isO cradc ross deteirrrrired. 1o ittvestigate this and other contaminants present. we demonstrale
an investigative approach to identity unique organic unresolved
complex mixtures (lOOMs) and a target compound linked to
shale gas-related contrsrotcation (2-n-Butoxyerhanoi, 2-ISP).

Between 2UU) and 2010, live gas veil pads, known as Welles Ithrough 5, were constructed about 1-—2,25 km north of a small
valley along the north branch tnhutaiy of Sugar Run where severalprivate honres used groundwater for drinking (Fig 1 /1 rod B and

). Ott cacti wull pad, two wails with horizotita] sections atdepth were drilled and surface casing was emplaced to about 300meters below ground susfaco irn-bgs) on the verticv( section. Thevertical casing conststs of steel pipe sturounded by cement. At intermediate cieptiss, rio casing was installed. Production cavity c-asused through the zone of gas production in the Marcallus Str. aldepths between 2,100 m-hgs and 2,300 m-hgs (horizontal section).
By the end of September 20(19 after both gas wells on theWHit-s I vell pad ware drilled, sr,, eouttsueliou .uubiusris rissuuatad with gas migration t6) were noted; however, a dri(Irng fluid
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away in Susquohanna County. a d (v) swami whe :,,a c-wilt near Ikepollution incident that Carmen: naturci berkgrccnc, Those badsground‘ells iriiro well from one ot inc relecatcri hjsijoitts. three nonimpacted households located v.’itiin 5 km of the icnivcted homes, and apdvate noose near Salt Springs We &so obtained anti analyzed one common drilling additive (Airfoam PD). Semptng mattodelogias ace described

Substt of thsa samples were analyzed via gas c onetnnmphic seperation, specifically using GCxGC-TOFMS, isotope tCtic mass specirornetry,and inductively coupled plasma atomic emission sectrometry (ICP-AES)(see and I. GCxGC-TOFMS has prcuiousiy heart successful inkier:ifyine hydrocarbons in crude oil Forensics (13). Hcw, TOFMS was usedto detect enaltces as they elated from the second colcn’n, Concentrationswere quantified, when pomible, by running tamper with known coot-pounds injected in terdem with the somple. Add.iionelly, vorrogate
- - standards were added to all senrles before extraction to account forsample extraction efilciency.

Available natural gas alysxs completed during ircestigetions belowsettlement and arid ) ar-d omottted on a subset ci the• samples we collected in November 2012 ( are ‘eported inAquifer tertinq was also conducted using household Well 4 as a pumpingwell arsd the other original and replacement wells as monitoring walls toirriesdgevs shallow equifer characteristics ( ).

issahre5 Graeic Artalycis. I -‘ui fiowback/produced waler samplewe analyzed had a similar UC?vl of hydmcarbons when evaluatedwith GCxC}C-TOFMS (Fig. 3). All groundwater samples fromimpacted sites (Wells 1, 3. atid 6; see Fig. 1.) that were analyzedwith GzGC-TOFMS showed UCMs similar to those detected
fl the Ilowback/production waters (e.g., Fig. 4A and

—). Well I was analyzed both before and after purging (al whichtime the water no longer foamed). Peak intensities for iheUCIvI were generally greater after purging (compare Fig. 4Aand >.
Classes of analytes in (1CxGC-TOFMS, such as aliphatie hydrocarbons or organic acids, align along a diagrinol of the 22)cross—plot chrosmatoysuns For the specific coeclitions used here.aliphatic hydrocarbons cluster near the origin, while compoundswith increasing heteratomic substitution or unseturation lie fur-titer along they axis. With the exception of the surrogate compounds ( ), only general classificaiioos v-crc determinedfrom mass spocira. The detected molecules elute showing molecular weights <1.000 atomic mass units, and mass-to-charge

Fig. 3. GCcGc-fOFMS chrometogrems offlovibeclr water. .-t) Example (ron
a cm well ic Conneisvilia, PA. (8) Megnifed portion at ,.i as indictted by
white rectangle. (C) Example from a gas well in Kittenne, PA. (0) Magni
fied carbons ci Cat indicated by c’,lsfta rectencie. Geryrel corspnand classes

in panels. Unresolved complex mixture (veal ccncer:rUc-ns
are --

, to .;ci, penal, hut. ic-cream it Ce,lct’tmtl_.. rum coul le.g
blue) o triqht (eg., red) color.

Fig. 4. GCxGC-TOFMS chromatograms for (4) Well I (PLO-i 2-67th beiorcpurging arid (B) background Well El (PtG-13-7A) that was not impertee bygas drilling activities. The hydrocarbon tlCM observed in V/el lit simile’ tothat observed in flowback samples (e.g., Fig 3). The 2-SE wee positivelyidentified in Well i (impacted by gas rlriliintr ,,rlivt.ie
.

hut nnt e nonbackground water quclity B is sssgnif led to lirostree Inn absence of 2 SE

ratios (mix) of 50—550. Fuels flowbaci!prousrclioo water samplehad a similar but distinct pa’ctcrn of satutated versus branchodchain alkanes (contpare Fig. 3 A end C).
A few of the -‘30 flocvback/production water samples werepositively identifici as containing 2-BE (Chemical AbstractsService ((AS) number 111-76-2) and g!ycolc tt .ryppt sit, coin-monly usrnrl during dsiilhsg and 1W) if trig. 3C). For example, 2-Edt.rc ll-w cmlv rnrnn,-ms nt-I r,l-’nt ii .1

-, CC ‘C I
the drilling additive and surfactant Airfoant 112) (Fig. 5). TIregroundwater well analyzed before mid after purging (Wcli 1)also contained detectable 2-SE, In contrast to the UCM, whichincreased in iteak intensity with pungsrrg, concentratiOnS of 2.-EiI-decreased after pmgirig: Sample PLG-l2-67A before purge (Fig.hA) contained —0A2 rsgjl. 2-Bifverstns sample PW-12-SSA (after- 0 (lOit-,, cr ‘t saw1 ‘

on as-received basis). NI) 2-BE was detected in the other twogroundv.’ater wells, although they contained the UCM trio 2-BEwas detected in We)) 3 ( I or Well 6 ( )i.To confirm the presence of 2-BE, sample extracts went renaalt:zcd assing GcxGC with a high--i sohstion TOFMS (CCt.Gc-l 112-TOFMS) at Leco iorponatioss. For example, the presence of 2-BEwas costftrruseci iss kite accurate issass spectra (or prepurgu samplePt..G-12-67A from Well 1 (e.g., one of the replacement wells) byeompooson with the 2—1*) standard ( I. Oniy 2—BE n::tciseciate molcrcsrlr’.r ions deseroisoorl by si PiftaciC blR—nOi-icls ‘“Flirt5 poor. Noste ui Flit hell blaidcs or prcpara’oy Lis,olcs ,_crirrairi._d
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1:

Ftq. 5. G(xnc-TOFMS chromatogrern for Airfosm t ustrating 2-BE as thesole dctsctbl component.

2-BE above detection (MJ.Oi ngiL). likewise. neither UCM nor2-BE were detected from groundwatei (e.g.. Fg. 4/I andsampled from three household wells (e.g., 11 B2, antI B3 hinthated in Fig. 1) located outside of the impacteJ area and user.l toevalus Ic background conditions.

iraair A algsis, Conservative inorganic constituents (e.g.. Cland Br) can be used to determine ii fiowback ot productionwaters have contaminated groundwater because these. wastewalet-s can contain total dissohed solida in concntrations greaterthan 300,000 mg/I.. (6, 18). Further, ft upvwnd migration ofFIVl-tF fluids occurred aftcr mhaing with formation waters, dissolved Cl/Br mass ratios are more likely to be useful as effectiveftnnepriitts than the HVHF fluid compooens themselves, dueto their ,aore conservative behavioi Lu riwOtet (6, 10).Crosspiots of Cl/Ft (lulass ratio) versus Ci eonerntrt’tiurt ([:jg 6)‘ssn t’ualn niiucidat& tb cu,nrrp nf (“1 l’rr -v’r’r,t’ thu r’
water quality data for Salt Spring in Susquehaunna County, PA,cluuc,nltents that Appalachian Basin brine (AB13) up-wells naturally into groundwater and surface water in Scsctuehanna Countyin that location as well as others 16, Although diluted, thisspring waler has a similar u’otnpositior, to fin’ ‘backlproduetioitwaters throughout PA and a few other brine springs and deeptormatior, waters in the state (18—26) (Fig. 6 cad
Convessely. Fig. 6 illustrates that the Cl concentrations and Cl:Brratios of the impacted household waters from [lradlbrd Coun’vare more likely gaining dissolved salts from sorrees with higherCi :13r 1u1C5s aims hiatt Aisn.

DlssclvrI Cas and tsctopic Analyses. The dissolved methane concentrations measured in the impacted vdlls reached as high as46.6 mg/L between 2010 and 2012 (Fig. 2 end ). Such ahigh value is similar to methane concemrattos’us cue measured inthree samples fiorn ,Salt Springs State Parl,’’..Fe:’e ABE is emitting,...,.,,..,1’., f,,,..i...,..-.,, f’-..,. ‘SC ‘1 . C’?In uzlY ,,n,.,L5u,,LxasIzIa ‘.,UIIIlt”, .JJ.. ZC .Li,

In contrast, the predrill concentration in Well 2 was reported as<0.02 mg/L (e.g., plotting at the origin in Fig. 2). Likewise, the1,701 drinking water w:ii collected by te- companies before
drilling in adjacent Susquehanna County betv.’ecr. 2008 and 2011and analyzed in commercial laboratories (27) cried from a high
(90th percentile) of 1,8 mg/I. for valleys to a mv’ of 0.017 mg!Lfor uplands. A steady decrease in dissoheci n.-tliuutie was ob
served for at least one impacted household v.ua% (Well 1) with
ample Linte series data, subsequent to the momediatuon of (lieWelles 3, 4,.and 5 series gas wells (Fig 3). A’ t :somt’lous coo.
cents cliu.is spike was obsert ad for all snui,pleb oats a May 2012;

hcuwc”cr, differnces in WCIl pui’gusg and sanipituig roloco(S [runtthat event conpiicam comparison wittu dos uh.e pieCdsi ii.
A plot of ‘5D versus t213C data for methane is illustrated itt

for the (1) impacted household svells, (ii) annulat space of Welles 2,3, 4, and 5 gate cells, and (ui) predjill private houeohold wells fromthe tegion (10). Notably. methane isotopic characteristics are cotusistent betweet’i guts sampled floin the annular spaces of Welles 2, 3,4, and 5 gas wells and groundwater sampled from the impactedhomeowner wells. In contrast, methane chaiacterizerl from vusdiwater wells in the region (16) illustraie generally different isotopiccharacteristics ( ). itt addition, illustrates that 4hiQ ormethane anti elbanc are ‘den eonsistant among gas samples f,’ottWelles 3, L, and Swells’ auusiuli and [lie impacted gioutudwatiet wells.

slyarcae!og:c Csuzsidera’tioas. ‘The impacted homeowner wclls lie‘dung the not-tb branch oi Sugar Run valley between the ases oftwo east—west aligned structitral folds (Fig. 1 and ). Theconcave Ilauclac fold (syncline), is beaten 1—3 km to the north ofWelles 1—5 pads: the convex Wilmol huh (utnuuc:litiu) ties In tsouth at a distance of 5—7 kin ( ). Under the impacted valley(between the folds), bedrock strata dip -5—10 degrees downwardto the northwest toward the Welles series gas wells
In September 2010, stgnificant gas bubbling commenced ta theSuaquehanna River neat the community ol Sugat Run southeastof the impacted homeowner cells (Fig. I and ). Whenprojected back to [110 Welles gus cells, bedding pianos that ouicropmacar the river (arid that presumably i’aeilitate methane naigrationtintersect the boreholes at —400—600 na-lags ( ). In comparison,the gas wells were eased to —‘SIlO ro-bgs (Welldeveloped vertical to near—vertical fractures (jointe) arcobserved in outs’op to trend NNW—-SSF i’, the studI atea. Asecond, lesser-developed st is aligned E—W, Many stream valleys, such as the impacted north branch of Sugar Run, lie parallelto the NNW—SSE joints, consistent with joint-controlled valleydevelopnsenr (Hg. 1). In addition to jointing, Fig. 1 andcEo illust, ale [lie usfhjul [laCe ui a ihiusu fault iduntified fromseismic reflection data. The fault plane. dips —16 degrees downwardto the soutlu: ThE clip ittlersects the Welles 15 scales gas ‘,elt

dept las between ‘-iSO m-bgs and 580 m-bgs ( and ,j.‘lisuas, the thrust fault structural plane likely intersects someuncased portions of borehobes at the Welles I, 2, tuact 3 pads. Of
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these tiire seties. the diLlieS 1 end e wcki tel not reveal ea
cesove, sustained ann aIm go’ preasu ras: howc Cr. olce’atcci an
nular pressures of 64 attn anti tarn wec detected for
Welles 3-21-I and 3—5F1. respectively. In tesponse to the PADEP’s
COA with the gas canpain’. cement was squeezed into bereholes
for the Welles 3, 4, and 5 series ( am ), with
subsequent decreases in aes wed annular pressure.

To evaluate the local bodroed aqiufer used Iv the three ira
paccu households, equiier testing was conducted fur 7 h in
Noverihet 2012, using 7it 4 as a pumping wCil (25.8 L/min).
Static groundwater elevations near the [lace impacted households
ranged from 303.5 in above ean sea level (m-rnsl) to 308.9 m
msl, with flow converging toward the north branch of Sugar Run

). The aquifer test results indicated prelet antial drawdown
parallel to the valley alignment, tgnsti.ig aqtiiDr anisotropv and!
en heterogeneity. AtiLII3Lal aquifei ehaencteb.atim is prodded iii

Even though drinking water consistently foamed in three house
holds in Bradford count (e.g., Fig. 1C), camnietcial laboratories
reported an compounds other than nantral gas present at concen
Eralions above regulatoty reconunended action len eb, and no con
stitsients were detected above regulato’ drinking water standards.
However, commercial laboratoiy analyses did sporadically detect
erht’lcr and propylene glycol and aurfncten’. rear microgram—
per—liter detection limits ( - -, ). \Vhen we at.alzed a subset of
the household waters with GCxGC-TOFMS in 2012, we detected
very low concentrations of 2-BE. This compound is of pecbl in
terest because the US Environmental Protection Ageni 1 NF.l’A
has suagrstcd that 2-BE could ho an iidicatot of cont-smiriation
from HVHF activities (29). Additional iaformation on 2-BE is
provided in GctGC-TOFMS also documented a UCM
of organic contaminants in all three water welts analyzed. Back
ground gsuundwaiei outside of the affected inca had no such
conmaminat ion (Fig. 48 and ). It is not possibin to
unambiguously that the UCM and 2-BE were dented from shale
gas-related activities. however, the timing (Fig. 2 and
and the presence ot. U(SMs and 2-BE in flea ctack/produetion
waters in PA, (Fig. 3) are consistent with shale gas activity as the
most probable source.

We also conclude that the foam idenrifiecl from the home—
ownet wells was likely derived from ithcr the 13CM hydrocar
bons (28) or 2-BE (a known surfactant). lvlethcne ciegissing is
exaceibated during the onset of household wed pumping due to
rapid svatcr level drawdown and drop in hgL’mnstati’: p:csre.
The resulting effervescence end groundwater agitation lien aids
as a foaming facilmtator. Given that 2-BE was city found itt Well

c... ,,...—._ - ...i...1 .. ,.ii ,.,....t .,.. .1.. ‘ ,,. -.5-.’ 5....
I. AS._.j’liL. ItYCUII11i S)LASS,,I ‘.t..U 455 (515 4,ULS..I •VL:ID, ,t ltIlIi Ut.. IUU—

sonable va conclude that the UCM aide:] h-. ecs effervescence
was the most probehic cause. Further. fiatruna rod concentra
tions of 2—BE decreased with increasing tvell pinging, unlike the
UCit On the other hand. 2-BE is a knov’.n surfactant, malung it

a more probable cause of foaming at low concentrations. De
tection of 2-BE is difficult at these low concentrations in th
presence of othet organic compounds. Therefort, the compound
may have been present in the foaming ddnktng svateis even

though we could not detect it in all wells.
There are no neon 1 of 2-BE as a natural cons,ituent in waters

from thsle (351). I tovoc CC, the common dril’iiag ac!dive A: mfoam
I-ID contains 2-BE as the oat: clemectmhdt organic component
Iron’ our analyses (Fig. 5). d-i bt.egt’i have no evidence that
Ak-foam HD was used in the Welles series gas wells in dritlir.g
fluids, this substance has been commnoi’la used it trord:c’ro soil
central PA. indeed, it was cited by the PAGES as the cause of
foam finns a spring Itt’ I:.: PB -i tIC cacyra ntiovr-. Pine
Creel: i:t Ly’ecmninu Counts P’t that begra 5 Motel: 2511:.
Pu rther, a moore recent PADEP contan mat lot: dote ni oat nm

letter, 3m:et 14 lvi) 2014, identified itt least ow po; ate v-rOOt

well in Spntv,g’it a losvnsttip, Susqueha,,nn Gatob’. PA, that ms
impacted by drilling fluids using Airfoarn ill) as a sortacent.
flew, 2.tlE in edition to volatile organic compounds and ethyl
glycoi were detected at microgram-per--liter concentrations in
that household Well and were deemed responsible for the foaming
gtourmdwater in the household well. This-contamination was at
tributed to drilling fluid additives and not t I’Sf-TF by the PADEP.

Notably, the Welle I gas well pact wtms the locution oi a drib
ling fluid pit leak mu August 2059 ( ). Further, mmii
construction issues icquired remedial efforts in the Welles 2—5
series gas wells, ‘Iherefore, drilling fhricts used itt their installa
tion could reasonaoly account for the ohscrv’ecl foam impacts to
household Wells 1—6 (Fig. IC). Since 2-BE and the UCM vaa’e
identified together. drilling Iiuids might be mime source of bode

Aliem nately, since the UCfvis are similar in the well waters and
flowback/production waters and 2-BE was only observed with the
UCIVI, another sceaanio is that the 13CM and 2-BE arc derived
from HVHF fluids. Li fact, tWill’ was initiated in Febritary
2010 at the Welles t pad—---o mo before the turbidity and natural
teas problems in the homeowner mveits ( and Fig. 2). ‘tIns
well pad was also one of the two closest pads to the aquifer
comanlination incident. Notably, gas wells situated on the Welles
2--S pads were hydraulically fractured in 2012 using ftuid con
taining 2-BE ( see ). Although no
data were reported online ( ) regam ding time
con’tpounds used during H’s’HF 01 Welles I pad v-ails it is rea
sonable that the mania nonemulsifiet agent (which contained
2-BE) was likely used. ‘therefore, we conclude that it is pom’ihie
that IIVIIF fluids used at the Welles 1 pad co’itamuttajed the
di inking water aquifer.

If 1-lyRE fluids did contaminate the water wells, it would t’e
sui’pi ising if such eontantinatiomr were due to fluids returning
upward front deep strota. given that (i) Ibis bmw never been
reported (6), (0) the time required to travel 2 kin up front time
Motcellus along natural fractures is hitch” to be thousanes to
millions of years (31). antI (iii) Fig. 6 shows that the Cl:Br ratios
in the drinking waters indicate the absence of salts that would he
diagnostic of fluids fTons the Marcellus Shale (e.g., flowback/
production waters). The roost likely way for HVI-tF fluids to
contaminate the shallow aquifers would therefore he through
surface spillage of I’IVHF fluids before injection or by shallots
subsurface leakage (luring injection.

It is possible that the provenance of the 13GM and 2-BE- was
different from that of the stray gas. indeed, the most reasonable
explanation for the natural gas impacts to water wells is that gas
migrated from WelIcs 3-2H or possibly from multiple gas-sells
drilled on the Welles 3—5 pads due to excessive annular pressures
and lack of w’,mrmuC:ct annuidr ue.miil that sltoweu ens to met-C
vertically mepvm:rd hoots the welihore amid into simailocv unased
portions of bcclmoB Aactum’es. including mint identified fault zone

Fig. 1. and and ). tnducecl fracture
propagation below the surface casing of Weltas 3-2K is also
possible given the recoicled gas uvet! aanulai piessunes (see

). In addition to potentially opening fracture pathways. ca
ccssivc annular pm assures and natural gas buoyancy ttkely tIn mat
ga_s up -tip along bedding—plate partings to the soutlraast, in
memmeitteomly stair—stepping upward along near—vertical joints to
Sugar Run (Fig. I mmcl , - and t. Well staler nca’l’idiry

a —— -e_ ..., -, - —
rn-anti nf oif-gnssi-sg mind gromindv:amcr effervescence 32i. ‘the
lover hydrostatic oressure ot the shadow aqsirei’ beneath tim:
impacted valley, exacerbated by household primping. ltkei1 drca in
the contaminating fluids I a:md 1,

a
a
4(5

V-b u:-,;cl ‘e:tmpcedcrs’ee GcuciC—TCP:’dS :iee,mnemtt
orgmmiiie commspo:urcts dma bed I mom otto mm m more simm: a tIme u-c-ti it
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PA were the the)> cause of ioatitmg 515th 4 semplisa Suite of
UCivis in (hi-ce homeowner we(is. In oitc, o’,’c11 2—tf.t Wild (2053’
lknt,iy identified anti is a common COnstIltIent ol both I—iVi—IF ccci
driiling fluids. These impacts were likely caused by drilling os
JTVHF fluids used in the gas wells, ‘P,vo of the Closest shale gas
V,’CiiS were hydraulically fractut-ed by the lime or the impact, anti
the svell pad was cited by the PADEP Lot a jil leak. Despite
noitceal-nIc white foaming of groundwater, reported concentra
tions for dissolved tu’ganics were below npphcable regulatory
standards when mnsestigafed by both environmental consultants
and tise PADEP. Only natural gas WaS pretcnsly reported as
a conflimecl contaminant. If contaminants entered groundwater
during H’VF or drilling, then they persisted 2.5> in the subsurface,
i.e., until the November 2012 samp1mg.

ImportantlYn the lechrnques we needed to ide’ltify the impacts,
GCxGC-TOFMS and OCrmGC-HR-TOFMS, ate lltr( i’eaduly
available in most tots striercial laboratories. InvestiTating gas drilling
impacls with these analytical methods may be more effective than
using target compound lists that may or may not include appro
priate analytes and appropriate laboratoiy detection limits.

Although much of the concern shown by the public focuses on
Le possibslity that some of the 1,000 compounds (29, 33) used its
1-I VT-IF could migrate upward from the target shctle, such upwal d
leakage has never been documented. This is probably because
HVHF fluids remain trapped in deep rocic straia, HOW0VCtr the
plnl.1ltC cannot ascerlain the cause of most cdtole gas-related

pt’obletsss (10) hes’asusc tilc’ toll dalasels ate 0JC:: nOt iClAisi2lI

publicly as:cl eXl117. itCh].

The data released here do nut implicate srpsvorci flossing lnttids

along fractures hoot Ihe target shurle as the 5OtitCis of contami
nants but rathet itlrplica).ss fluids flowing vet’licaiiy along gas well
horeholes and through intet’secttng shallow to intet-mediale flow
paths via bedrock fractures, Flow alutsg such pathways is likely
when fluids are driven by high annular gas pressure or possiblr by
high pressures during [-IVI-IF itlleCtiotl. Such shallow 1(1 iw

termediate-deplh contaminant flow paths are not lirnitcd in
.HVHF (31st rathei have beet? previously observed with con

ventional oil and gas wells As shale gas development expands
worldwide, piohleis sttch as those that occurred iti liortheaslerti

PA will only ha avoided by using conservative well construction
practiccs. such as iotcnlsac!iate casing stringS, proper cemefltiiilOttr
and mitigating overpressured gas well annuli.
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(liven the early gioundwnter problems teportest. sentiog of the
annular soaces in the gas wells commenced in Ju* 2010, Casings
wet a perrorated and cement was injected into :1w annular space
(cement spneeiiofo hum August tO Septenibet 2h10 10 bolster the
gas vells’ iaw’eri.v and rectucu annular pressures a the Welles 3.
4. and S series gas wells (table SI and lip. Slot. The rcicdai
cement sclueezes warts coincident with repor.s of natural otis
bubbling in the Susquehaina River near the tout of Sugar Run,

.5km southeast of the Welles series ga; wells (Pig. 1 and
Fig. 591. The Welles series wells were the cuuscst associated
gas drilling actit lip at that time.

\Vith commercial laboratory analyses, more ‘han 250 target
entinpounds were analyzed on at least one occasion (inorganics,
volatile organics. semivulatile orgarucs, glyeols, rtaiio!ogieals, and
surfacttmts, among nthcrs). t)espite visible t.oamiag during initial
purging. no analyte concentrations exceeded PADI3P primary
drmkint; water rnaxtmum contaminant levels or redirint—spacific
concentrations as regulated under PA Act 2. Au;nst no targeted
volatile or semivolalile organic compounds were teleciedt, except
for carbon disulfide in household Wells 2 (0.45 paJJO and 5 (0.96
pgl .). This compound is not uncommonly found in such analyses
tmo is riot untqne!y hltcOt_l to gas drilling. Altltcu4tl not reported
by the vtmmercial laboratory, our evaluatton ci the laboratory
reports lMethcxi 82713C for Welt •l for semiec latile organics)
revcided various nortar ered compounds with ‘.00—36 carbon
atoms (estimated total concentration 01’ —25—5l) ;tgi) that were
prc.teut in at least one rouridvater sample collected, Sorfactants
(methylenc blue ic the substances) were also detected at the
delecion limit (0.12 mg/i.) by a commercial alomatory in one
stoople ii urn Well 1 on 26 March 20)2. E1hyene glycol was
delcvted i \\.t}s I d ii ‘6 Mirth 2(112 a dii ‘slav 201
concentrations of 5.100 and 3,200 pg/I respcettvely. Propylene
glycol was also detected to Wel.t S on 14 May 2012 at a con
centrauon of 960 .mgfL. All of these analytes and corresponding
low concentrations were detected sporadically with intermittent
“nondetections’ when analyzed for. The civil case focused on the
most obvious contamination—natural gas impacts.

SI
;-lir. The :;w. aoal’es rca-a; cd here ewe mea,,a;cd at

samples collected from outside spigoss using pumps and in
rastrectnre already in p15CC and from a sample rim Stilt Springs.

Before sampling, wafer seas Purged br the tieI(iiilnt of time in
dicated in Table. S4 with field water quality twotnieters outed
(e.g.. pl I, conductivity, temperature). All samples were prestin’ed
on tee for transoorl, and teme ubsequeirtly relrgetated.

Sani;des See dissolved gises were collected wing two types
of vessels: 125-mI, glass serum bottles and I-f sample bottles
designed by lsnteeh, Inc. for natural gas isotopic analysis. in all
cases, water was allowed to enter the bottles aetitly using vinyl
tubing attached to an outside spigot (to minimize agitation and
off-gasPg). Isotech bottles (which contain biocide in a speciallY
designed cap) were filled following Isotech protocol for collecting
dissolved gas samples ( ,

). The bottles were filled with
water. invert 0. and sirbmeiecdl n a water—fried t-gatton bucket.
the strict of water wa attifowetl to Leap flowieg into the sample
bottle coOl another too s’obtmes of water hart been disolaced.

Oct tise scion boulew it slight he.adspace was cit so the bottles
could be capped with a 20—mm botyt tubber stopuer. Then i .25 rail,
of benatikoniuni chloride (or, for scone test bottles, sodium azicle)
wewadcled. using a syringe, to kill microbiota. As the hiocide was
added, a second syrinpe was inserted into the septa cap artd used
to cc acuate heaclspace. ‘1 Cc wa:er emitting at Salt Springs in Solt
Springs Parlc (Susqocharna County, PA) was sampled by sub
met ping three 125-nil, glass Serum bottles iato tic spring water.
sOurcing Ire brtnles to fill, and then capping tiretu with a 20—mm
hltre trrttyl rubber S moper nuder water. Two svrrngcs were tire-n
utch to add 1.25 jUl. of soduu;ri azicie and to evacuate tttc remaining
hcacispzce.

Samples of almost 31) flosvtaeck or prodccriorr waters were
shared sun It iS front rat unto iris wells On cu in the PA Maccellos
before trwitmenl at a brine witste’water remedtatiun plant.
Additionally, a sample of drilling foam (M—i SWAC(’) Platinum
Aini-’oan’r) was ohtairien.

dCizGC itCiStS. An extended orgntic analysis was completed on
the llowbackrt:’duction waters and samples front three of the
potable wells (ooc Origirrcmt and two replacement wells, bottles
labeled PLO-I 2-PitA, P1.0—I To8A. tract PLO- 12-o4A). In rrddi
tiro. oae of the replacement wells that was sampled after purging
(P1_G 12 CiA) we:; compared with water before i:.urdirag (P1_U-
t2—67A). ‘1 litce [iiekgrourtd potable wetci samples wet’s’ also an
eLi cci ft out !:uuses outside 01 ire impacted area. httt within 5 km
0F the incident: bOttl:s PLO I 3—5B, PLO 13—PA, arid P1.0 13—7A.

Samples were prepared using separators ‘unnel—basuci liquid!
liquid extractiOn rader both acidic and basic nIl be extraction in
dichloromerhanc following a modification of USEPA Method
35 lttC t --i, - - -

). ‘starts or the flowbaeir samples formed emulsions, especially
dump ili list xioii1’ie c_sir action, ,oid were liter Cure seliniatcd
usints eentnifugation Samples ware also spitted with control ‘surro
gate’ ccirnixnmnds to measure extraction eFficiency (see “lable S7).

Sample extracts from liorchack anrl production w5ters were fine
characterized by’ (OC-’I’OFMS. Spectra were snip complex, resulting
in large LiCMs in every’ sample. To further icientrfy compounds in
the UGMs. analysis by OCsGCt-TOFMS was used, [‘lie (iUxGC
TOF’l’r—IS was a Pegasus-Cl) system (Leeo Corporation).

The sample of Airfoamn 1-ID was also analyzed with GCxGC
I’O[ ts-lS. Additional preparatory blanks and a tflI.t blank taken
wait time samples were also tiretareci and tiiraiyzrrd.

fIre eotabto waters were compared wtth toe ctata from Ilow_
hiek/prodoced waters as veil as reference standards, These
sOt ntirrds. choserr from among the eotnpounds used in by’
dt’iolic fractunine in PA (

were run iirtcler identical ecinditiorts at it concentration of
200 pgiul. as a single—point cetibramion. When these compounds
were detected in cite potable water samples. concentrations were
estimated from the at-ct under the pealc for a gir en fragment and
‘ci;iss-’e.’ha.rge ratio,

dissolved Gases, Samples were analyzed for dissolved hydrocar
borts int:ludit rg tire tlrartiz anti elltane cmuun 1 rs’hc or collection,
To analyze tire I—I. bottles Ion dissolved gases, r.ritra-high-purity
heliomn was introduced to create hcrrdspacc flUbs by volume
standard lemperatore and pressure) (1). Headspaee lrydroetrrbrins
were their aualvsetl using an W 5890 Series II (ibis Chi’omato
‘itli vjth’I’me ionizatiOn: detector and rr custon’t n-cnn-u aba
sy-:rcnr. Daily standard curves were generated tr.siug .83 pont.

I
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149 .qan and 1.01)0 tnctic ccc sccnctccrcts Scat Sean .ciati.
(;ws-ical -c%n mccl ccc.ct cf Cs. alec
dci Js seas better tit :2’f.

Wisc I .adspacc is created. gas a tice t.c qai]ibiatcs he
tween the aqueous pIaoe and the gasa in he I sJataac anti the
cm ccc iratinu .ecc he ccci tilied icotci

7 Cq ±(i

s’,hcrc TC is the total concentration (in miIigc its per liter of
the original aqueous sample. C is mc uceaurel concentration
in the gas phase (in milligrams per titer), and C. is the conscu
tration (i;i mill grams per liter) that has omain’d in (hit aqueous
phase, as indicated by the Hemy’s law constant at 21 °C

To anaIze dC in methane and ethane, 5 umots of analyte
\scre injected into a helium carrier stream and untied using a
modified PreCon pciiplieral device bfere anelsis on a MAT
252 mass spcccti-oineter Precision of measurements of daily
standards (1.84 ppm is -tO.39ic, with daily iLandacds providins
the means ol accurately repottitg data directly on the Vienna
Pee Dee Belemnite scale.

A few sarnules were aho Sent to Isotech tot analysis of &C
(in CII and (‘l 1 1 and SD in Cit4 Samples analyzed at
Pennsylvania State Ilnisersity nail Isotech varied between O%a
and 07%,

inorgnntc Analysis. Anions were analyzed using a Dionex IfS 2500
ion chromatograph (IC) on filtered unacidificct samples using an
lonPac AS 18 anion exchange column (4 x 250 ncm intl lonPac
AG 18 guard column (4 x 50 inml at Pennsvls sum State hub
versily. Major elements scene anai)/cd on a Peclcin—Etmer Op
tima 53(1(1 ICPAIeS on filtered, acidified samples. Analytical
precision on the ftP—AIlS is estimated tci he ±3 1 for all majcn
elements and ±1.0% for minor elaments, Detection limits tot
the IC data were calculated as the concentration of the lowest
slandmd used cloning analyis minus the relative SI) for multiple
analyse.s ol that standard.
Hydrngeology. The impacted area (1-1g. 1) lies within the Glaciated
Craw i’jatcau seituoct oi the Appalachian Piacecu pt ovirtce
Bedrock consists of gently folded sandstone, scltstone, and shale
ovemlain by glacial drift. In ihe study area, sandstone of the tipper
Des’oaian Catskill Formation dominates the sq perniost strati—
graphic section, with siltstune antI shale of tInt Lock Haven
1—onmation outcropping infreqccentiy in low-iyirg areas to the
north (Fig 1). Average elevation drop from ridge to valley is
—125 ui Drift and alluvial sediments vaty in thickness lroni a
thin veneer on hill slopes to 60 m in major valleys. Fig. Sf1 il
lustrates approximate bedrock elevations in nietets above mean
sea level. Gioundwaiet discharges Sd;, the ailev along the not th
hi anch of Sugar iun where the affected houses are located
(Fig. 1 and Fig. S3A).

Two principal aquifets are present. Shallow inconfinecl out
wash acts as an aqniCr in the major valid s while confined
bedrock units act as aquifers in the uplands. Groundwater tlosvs
from hilltops to valley discharge zones Groundwater is largely of
the Ca—I-ICO% type; however. Nctf’J type gros’omiwatcr. which
necut S in sonic tuajor valleys, has becic attributed to upward
seepage of AJ3B (2—4). For example, Cl—Br ratics are consistent
with transport of ABB upward into shallow aquifers along pet
meahle faults and topographic linctunems (32 lhermogcnic
natursi gas is also common in shallow grounclwetcr throughout
the region (5—?).

In response to the grounctwater qualita pacalenas, the gas
company installed at replacement pomablc welt 6r each household

a 5rwJ1cl “stir 55 articaist g i ‘h’ac. ‘5r5i,c l—i’-stqca. 1 CHc c
w actst:03—uss

a5ntp’mccitlcc Still. ftcnvcser ilkee replacer cIt scotia e;tiLttcctct

‘-lesated natocI c”c;eccctraitacca. \ater ‘veIl -2 ate ceseil o
45i iti-hea ito) ‘cs- o,apte;ed as open roelt cset!ccoamaxirnuc;c

dent Ic of -611 ni lgs. V e cccnplecedt a puflpiiii? te.,t in i’vtis csntl’et
2012 10 evctlucee aquifer clcaractefistics. Well (a reiclaeeinetit
cccii) yes pumped for 7 Ii at a constant ptnitpiflg tate Of 25.8 1 :mniri
is bile cviii uating the h chautie i caponses ci the at iginal tnct
replacement potable welts (Fig. 53). Water level monitoring
re”ealed a maximum dracvctown of 15.2 rn in the pumping wall,
and the clrass down ellipse was attuned NNW—SSE along ttte
dominant act of frectut es (joints) and tite valtcy orientation
(12g. 1 ott] Figs. 83 and SI 11, initicitihag aquifct tinisotropy andor
heterogeneity.

Aiamtttetrie drawclocstt observed could be duct to tltie dominant
vertical joints onictmttccl ‘8NW—SSE as observed in local bectoek
outcrops. Alternately. etsymme trio clrawdow i costld be din to
openings between bedding planes that terminate in the va!ley
nail (e.g., SttcsS relief fiuctuming) Consistent with bedrock het—
ciccgeco_rty the stcntp hydraulic gradknt obsetvcd east of the
pumping will çe.g., into tie bechccck valley wali) suggests lower
perrneahiti1 in the more upland areas assay from the incised
valley. Shallow valley aquifer parameters scene estimated; sts’r
ativity (5) -1.6 a< 10”’, ntaxitnum transmnissivity tensor (Tss)
—5.9 mn’d. and minimum tratismissivity tensor (Fan) — 26 m2/cl
with a NNW’—SSE major aecis orientation. lite geometric mean
01 principal tt ausntissivities was estimated at 3.di mu i/c1; given ct

saturated well thickness of 23 m for Welt 4, the hydraulic con—
dstctivity (K) is estimated at 2 x rn/s
Welles 32K pressures arid fracturing potential. Btsecl upon tile mmh
served annulnr preisures recorded at as sveli Welles 3-2f-i
(‘-64 atm). it is possible that tractuning was tndueed nectr the
welt’s sutface casing shoe (base af stmtface casing), troviching an
additional migration pathway for eormmnainants. Although fine
lure gradients vary regionally, (1.1$ atm/rn is used its a guideline
o avoid poteittial fracture ptooagatiomm mt PA injection walls (8).
For gas well \Velles 3-211, the approximate threshold for fracture
pnupagatiort ncould hc an approsintate pressure of 51 atm at the
surface casing shoe—-surface easing extends 320 m-hgs. Given
the maximum recorded annular llrwstire of 64 atm in connection
whit Welles 3-211. it is indeed possible that fracture propctgation
was induced, providing a pathway for eormtcnmtinant migration.
Notably. 195 libI of cement (-31:10(1 1.) was netaottedtly squeezed
at a relatively shallow depth iutenval (—500--Sot nt-bgs) at Welles
3-211 as part of its remesiintion (Fig. 510).
Uses and sources of2BE. In addition to being used in gas drilling and
I IVHF lhtids. 2-1311 is usc’d in industry itS a solvent for paints and
surface coatings and as an ingredient for paint thinners. herbi
c4rlric degrnasccs, dcycss coap, r’05t cosmetics It is a fui!y’u iseibt—
clear liquid with an ether-like odot at thieshoids of 1)10—0.40 lapin
in air. Domestic US production of 2-BE has steadily increased
reported amounts include 59 million kilogrants. 23 million
kilograms, 136 mttillicin Icilograrns, amid 185 million kilograms
for years 1975, 1984, 1986, and 1995, respectively, by ptocluccms
such as Dow Chemi cai,Eastaaan Cttienieat Co., Occidental
Pc.i vt,!’, nc (“nm tcncl Ska t 4 (‘tic ci, ic”t C’, cVflti,ifl ,,ml,,, C flac Obc

;;;‘; ;;;;
water resource discharges of 2-BE include those near ntauufac
tnt ing or pt oeessiug facilities that use 2—bE. :nuuicipt I Suiclt cila,
hazardous waste sites, and areas treated with herbicides that
contain 2-BE. Although sat expected tO be signitietnt, release of
2-BE could also result from consumer product use, such as Out
door use ol’ 1iqud cleanets arid paints (9).
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Hg. S3. (A) Groundverer eevetion contours (meters ecvO moan sea ev&) under ambient conditions illutrte gf nuodwater convergence toward the valley
center (Sugar Run tributory). (B) Drawdown (motcis) in.ducsd by constant rate (25.8 LInde) 7 n tquifer lest of Weil 4. Using analysis mxthds oudmed oreviousi,
(11. 121, tr,5 maximum (1.) and minimum (f.) iraIsrsisxi.ity components were estimatod a) 59 mfd ann 2.6 nrd, respectively. The ssoagss coefficient seas
estimated at 1.6 x tO’.

1st4mensot ectiion Time (eec)

Fig. S4 GCxGCTOFM5 chronwstograrn liusiraling UCM 1mm Well C (P1 CmtJ6OA), one of thp eriginel impamrd honvhv vCte seIls C 1tosrd dessea era
illustrated. Color variations indicate relative conspounci cxncesrtrations, with blue being the lowest arid red being the highest.
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Ac;Sc’piemhs 2010 ii.i0. 0. ciase ursed. Cn!Dr .00 onco ir:ik.ro. th.s
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Fig. S6 GCxGC-TOFMS shrometogram iHustrting UCM rons SNaIl 1 (PLG1268A) ttr purging, which was installed so a replaccirnent fo SNsil 2 by the gas
company n AugustfSeptemhcr 2010 ard exhibIts impacts. TIm presence of 2-BE is still identified but at a oscar concentralion than QsCr Well 1 sample
(compare Fig. 4A),

Fig 57. The accurate high resolution mass s ectrororeter mass spectrum rndicetsng resence of 2-BE in Well 1 (PLG-12-67A) beforep

tlcoelStrs 55 Si.
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Late, Event

01/23/2009 Wa as 1
05/1 5s20/’9 Wales 2 Pad cars-rutted

0611 5,2009 2 wells set on VIe/as i cr4 wIno 45 feet ci corrcrLwnr wst’n

06/25/2000 First mud of Wafts 131 and 1-54
08107f20s19 Leak out of a p3 at WAles 1-3%, 1-5%
08/23/2009 V/ekes S Pad constructed
09/02/2009 WAles 1-3H, I-Si-I cited by PADEP for discheroca r-lrcn ttntinated fk.i1it (Iron trilt no or wek) to grounca
09123)2009 fig macso from Wekes pad 1
09120)2009 First spud of Welles 22:d nnd 2-54
10/23/2009 Coropletiots 01 Wakes 2-24
10/30/2009 First spud of Welles 3-24 and 3-54
1 1/04/2009 Wades 4 Pad constructect
12/17/2009 We/es 5 Pad constructed
01/08/2010 Fuel spud of Wakes 4-21-1 and 4-5%
02/01/2010 Fracture stimulation (he,, hyciraudc fracturing), 20 stages, tit W(lsss 1-3H end i-St-I

03/2112010 Spud of Welles 5-24 and 5-54
O4)2/20i0 1-34 initial annular gas pmssure, 0 psi; 5-54 initial annular pressure, Ii psi; homeowner iirst notdies company of silt

in a spring
04/14/2010 DrHlng commences on WeFes S-2H
05/2/21010 Drillng finishes on Welles 8-21-i
Early 05/2010 Homeowner notices sedirrent in water from well 3 (Fig. 1)

05/08/2010 Drilling comptetad for Welles 3-2H

05)1 2/2010 Rig release from Welles 3 pad
05/24/2010 Initial ar,nular pressure on 3-24, 950 psi, end for 3-54, 700 psi

06/13/2019 Water pump has sediment in it at well 3

07/12/2010 ties company notif:ecl of turbid water well 2 (Fig. 1); gas tnrnpcny rimer am rudiment on lifters in homeowner welt;
registered seater dm1/er requested to investigate

07/12/2010 Homeowner sit well 2 contacts gas comprrnv about tuihirirr/; also re-cf mire at welt

07/13/2010 Homeowner of well 2 nothies PA Department of Environ,msnsel Prosciin (DEFt; company delivers water to both
residences; homeowner tells gas company that thtir coaler h-mn -mali S (Fig. 1) ran be looted, but gas company
visits and ignicion is not erhieved; gas company detract men’s mr l,:>rirtrnwners mitts weirs 2 and 3

07/14/2010 DEP inds methane in well 3 hut none in well 2

07/15/2910 DFP worker measures 3 col.% methane in well 3 and none in cecIl 2

07/17/2010 Water svAl driller releintd by gas rompany nosihes gas company thul tl- 0:55151 ‘cells ciii nibbling at we/s 3 end 2;
gas company usits anti observes the same

Suhhlr,q reported In -ma:i wafers; well evacuated to eIlm -aIim 4v; 0. n: rnp:es:ne ;IWO I L’iO1 3% in mvii 3

end 68% in 2

07)19/2210 Letter sent to gas company by owner of well 3; gee company c/si,s and sees rio proirlenis

07/20/2.310 WAIcs 5-25 and 5-Shtrrtated by gas company

07/21/aG ii inspection of well 5 ret-eAt no issues althougl’ some eifer’Iecconce eras citserveri, bri no turbidity; gas company
rotifits DEP of the oar’rpieinss and waits for DEP to indicate SCi!-- for:tarcl

07/22/2010 Gas company is infcnr-sd that a nature! saring has rlred rip; grit co:r-pa,rt’ I5tt ceCil 5-there she homeowner

been advised by a phyrician to not drink, cook, or bathe in she water

07/24/2010 Diagnostic tests run on Welles 3-5% and 3-2H to find prohierns (iricludes cemsrrr meogingi

07/25/2010 Eackhoe used to dig out cellar of Weies3-2H to Correct cccentric we/heart; unable to dig past big rocic

07/26/2010 Four residents experenclig cias in water at faucets

07/30)2319 .h,,uthvi er/i/art nor/has gas company of turbidity in s-races

07/31/2010 Environmental teams fo- gas company collect samples 01 groundv.’atr torn residences in a screening sweep within
1-mile radius ef \iV&le’ i and 3 pads

08102/2010 Gas company rstalls nne2sane monitor in wait 3 (F:0. 11

08/04/2010 l.tethane mon:tor scunds off at well 3 (Fig. 1); gas colrspsny esporisis to :500.50 wcty of residence end notify

emergency responders

0815/201 (las compare makes ran c/far to replace water wells

08/26/200 Four rasician005 ore sot cc by gas com900. with mOtor

08106/2310 Track hoe used at Welles 3-2H to excavate caller sci repair eccentric r.eIheak; perfoitterl shatlcc,, casing and
squeezed c7lt!i cerrens

081i0,’2010 Shallctni scuecee job on IVeiles 3-2H

08/13,2010 Sctceeze job at two shatow depths on Welles 3-2%

08/17/2010 Ges company nitisitarl drIlling of replacement water cccli for a hnmcovrntr

08/19)2010 Perf,ratect Welies-3-SH ci shallow depth end pumped n 10 tabis ot Fit sr/tale, but unehe to piece cement; perforated
shallow casing and snireezed in cerrsent

08/20/2010 lnsta!led rnelhana roon;eors

06/26/2010 Compietee seater well fc- a hemeowner

Ltematiyn ccci.
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03/31/2010 bep:zrcemcnt atc :istatao for a homcoc’we
0 09/01/2010 Anotiar repacernem ‘rator H start’cd for a iromeotoer

09/02/2018 Second replacanunt . a:er rvH Onisheci for a hornaorw
09/03/2810 Snuceze job at t/n sha:,s depths 01 rVeHas 3-5H u’ki tn-ti wmont
09/03/1010 Ran temperature and zidro log anti performed squeeze job at en intermeJete depth wrth emert (Wrces 3-2H)
09/03/2010 Bobbles reported ii Sr suuebztnne River near Sugar Oun P,-
09104/2010 Ran temperature son rdio log and dd a cement squaD/sr job at irtermedtale depth at Wtiies 4-21
09/01/2010 Ran temperature antI arlo log zoo cOd a ccmor.t squeeze job l intcr mediate depth at We es 5-71-
09/07/2010 Replacement water wc t-zried tom a homeowner

p
09/08/2010 Ran temperature arrI cc ii lug and completed two/ni wrrceae job at i.tarrr:etlbrlC neptlr in r3& os5S 11
09/08/2010 Replacement water war; for wso homeowners weru mompkcrJ
09/10/2010 Replacement walar tal cornpleteo or a homoovjnar
09/1 0/2010 Gas sensor coG date 09/er installed in a residence
05/11/201 PADEP cited gas cornprry fo otat: of PA Oil od fIrs Act and Given Streams Levi tom srlo:inq natural gas to

errter aquifers; compa y had to identity evaluate, and mehabil tare gas we/s
09/29/2011 Welles l3H dead by PAD/P for “ia/ore to control ratiriuzi recta o prevent water pollution
11/29/20i2 Welles 2-2H cited by P0EP Cor spill of high conductivity water on we° pad
FaH 20i2 Pumping test ccmpleted (Fig 53)
11/11/2012 to Wells on Welles 2 -8 i.e pads roora hydraulically stimulated

09/15/2013
10/18/2013 Spill on Welles 4- 2H
I 1t04/20i3 On PA DEP wehstrs r,ndsr Welles 2-2/I, Consenc Agranmeris ol Cvi Panaity toted $35862 fine

10/10/2013 Spill on WclIes 4-21-I nolcu

0’2S/201 Spllssocrsrtcdrth / b-rca P as (10—IS qalfrrns) rorrd tr P4 DEP wehsrle orVIlc 5/I

ilewsi r 5 ci- t of 15



I 001< P3. 3’/e,na;-w ewe usc’o rn i.i’l 3

3/<” Unkr nejn 9,1/72310 10.900
h-”,-

.‘,.,
ln,c,)fl’rfl cnn

10/13/2010 20,6W
cintrown 10/20/2010 8,820
Untrv,,n 3/1/2011 17,100
Un1rnwn 417/2011 14,200
Uni’rown 5/23/2011 9,213
Pronsriy ocenors’ consultant 5)26/2011 7,003
Un3r own 108/2011 9,890
Ur Kr own 6102/2011 10,400
Urtrowr 7/6/2011 10,800

1020/2011 6,050
Jnkr own 8i3/201 1 0,400
U ncroc,n ‘1/17)201 i 8,880
Unknown 9/2/2011 6,230
UnKi:owfl 9/14/2011 9,870
Unknown 9/29/2011 9,820
Jr-Crown 10/12/2011 4,100
Unkrown 10/31/2011 6,090
Unkrov,n 10131/2011 10,000
Unknown 11/9/2011 4,940
Or known 11/22/2011 5,510
Reperty owners’ KonsuitS nt 11/29/2011 8,300
Ur’kr,cwn 12/7/2011 3,600
Unknown 12/27/2011 6,120
Unkrcwn 1/0/2012 5,020
Ur,krown 1/18/2012 5,060
Uckron,n 7/1/2017 6,100
Properly owners’ contulrent 3/25/2012 3,400
Unk’own 3/28/2012 6,460
Gas :ompsry’s c,onsuftant 5/9/2012 11,850
F (coerty owner’s corrtu,t0nt 5/30/2012 7,300
Procerty owner’s cor,sultenl /31/2012 6,900

Well 7 Property owner’s lnitiI 4/8/2010 <20
000lanory base no

Ur’known 7/15/2010 2,690
Unknown 1/21/20/0 9,480
Un known 8/3/2010 98.7
Unknown 9/15/2010 1,410
Ur’l,nowni 10/3/2010 2,780
Unknown 10/13/2010 4,580
Unknown 10/20/2010 1,780

Un known 10/31/20 10 ND
Gas company’s ronsullsn’t 8/8/2012 630
Property owners’ consuftant 5/15/2012 15

“ml unltn’lwn // t10u 0 9,500

Unknown 7/21/2007 29,700
Unknown 8/4/2010 8,360
Unknown 8/2/2010 5,020
Gas company’s ccnsultant 8/19/2010 17,510
Gas company’s consultant 5/9/2012 30,520
Properly owners’ cn’SUitant 5/16/2012 0,300

PrnpeIy Ocr-n’ ,,‘ns,,itnr,l S’SD/2t112 14.000
Well 4 Unlwown 9/13/2010 5,073

Unknown 10/7/2010 4,520
Unknown 10/14/2010 4,810
Unknown 10/21)2010 3,710
Unknown 2/17/2011 3,270
Unknown 4/7/2011 7,290
Unk’own 5/23/2011 8,860
Unknown 8/8/2011 8,790
Unr’ncwn 6/22/2011 10,600



oblaSi

Date. mldiy s g/L

Untrown 716/2011 6,240
7/22/2011 5320

Unrown 5/3/2011 5490
Unkrovn 8/17/2011 5,390
Unk own 8/31/2011 2330

9/16/2011 0,100
Unrown 10/3/2011 9,670
Ur/trown 10/12/2011 9760

P
tin/crown 10/28/201 10800
Unn own 11/9/2011 5,90
Gas company’s consuftant 5/9/2012 32,060
Prcps’Ly owows’ runsuftans 5/30/2012 14,000
Propsey owssrs’ consul/on 5/31/2017 11,000

WeH S Un,u’own 7/21/2010 23,800
Unkrcwn 8/3/2010 10,700
Untrown 9/15/2010 7,000
UrSoawn 10/12/2010 14,900; LWcrnwn 10/19/2010 16,200
Gas company’s consultant 8/1 9/2010 16,000
Gas company’s consultant 517/2012 27,280
Propot’ ownes’ consul/ant 5/14/2012 12,000

Well 6 Unkown 9/13/2010 9,230
Ur krewn 10/5/2010 10,200
Unrown 10/12/2010 8,480
Unknown 10/19/7010 9,820
Unkown 2/17/2011 2,290

t
Urkown 4/712011 10,000
Urk”own 5/23/2011 8,630
Unknown 6/8/2011 7710
Unknown 6/22/2011 11,309
Ummkrown 7/6/2011 9,310
tm c 1 7/22/2011 /830
kr s 8/3/201

crown 8/17/2011 8283
Unknown 8/31/2011 2,210
Unknown 9/16/2011 10,800
0 n 0/2/2011 14t,uj
0

,,, 10112/2011 13 /00
Unknown 10/28/2011 13,800
Unknown 11/9/2011 8,020
Gas company’s consultant 519/2012 46,640
Property owners’ consultant 5/30/2012 14,000
Property owcers’ consultant 5/31/2012 20,000

ND, not deter ninaci

Lte’jalkn 55 t.
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(aCer cjss
split i01

.00 ,rJmOt
SeptLn’r pirge I D5’’ 3.00 ml rrnn

H jection ,cur”e pL
!rjactor ternco,ture 750 ‘C
Transfer line icr peresure 300 0
Oven cpu llhrsin Omp 0.5 1L0

First dimension oven
rCtisri tempem.trie 40 C

HoIL (rOe 0 20 or n
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Greene County wells show 72 million
gallons of potentially toxic fluid
By Susy Kelly, for the Greene County Messenger Posted: Friday, November
28,2014 2:15 am

7,273,480.

That’s the estimated number of
gallons ofkerosene, a variety of
toxic diesel fhel, being legally used
in fracking fluid in Greene County,
according to chemical disclosure
registry FracFocus.

Compared to Fayette County. which
saw the use of 230,171 of the same Greene gas well sign

chemical over three years, Greene
County’s figure is staggering.

A single well, Saudrock lET in Gilmore Township, reported over half its frack fluid
was kerosene. In the majority of wells, a fraction of a percent of the total fluid is
listed as kerosene.

Vantage alone reports using 6,645,700 of it in the 28 wells it submitted information
about to FracFocus. A single well, Sandrock lET in Giknore Township, reported
over half its .frack fluid was kerosene.

On average, non-Vantage wells in Greene County use 2,226 gallons of CAS
number 64742-47-8 per frackjob, for a total of 627,780 gallons in 282 wells.

The chemicals have left some to question the potential health impact.

Release into the environment

In Greene County, discharge to the environment has not been avoided, as evidenced
by violation notices issued to wells by the state Department of Environmental
Protection (DEP).

Two wells have received notices ofviolation (NOV) for discharge of pollutional
waters to waters of the commonwealth, seven were cited for failure to properly
control or dispose of industrial or residual waste to prevent pollution to the waters,

Greene gas well sign

hthv//www nmfarmInAwc/1nr.1 11 Ifl17fl1 4
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and two wells received NOVs for failure to properly store, transport, process or
dispose of a residual waste. Those are just a fraction of all the NOVs issued in
Greene County.

Scott Perry, deputy secretary ofDEP’s oil and gas division, explained that NOVs
are an important tool for enforcing the parameters of drilling permits. Companies
which have received NOVs must provide specific plans for preventing similar

problems and cleaning up any damage, or ultimately risk losing their permits.

While the EPA has outlined potential pathways for toxic flowback to find its way
into groundwater, and Ken Dufalla of the Greene County chapter of the lzaak

Walton League of America reports finding evidence of flowback in the region’s
waterways, researchers have concerns for air quality as well.

The air we breathe

Southwest Pennsylvania Environmental Health Project (EHP) has been monitoring
health complaints in the region since 2010, with funding from the Heinz

Endowments and the Claneil Foundation.

Dr. Michael Kelly, media liaison for the Washington County-based nonprofit, said

researchers began conducting a case study in 2012 to try to identify a common

source for health complaints. EHP followed 27 families in the region who live in

close proximity to extraction sites, Kelly said, and expects to publish the peer-
reviewed data in the next few months.

“When you’re dealing with chemicals, it can be very difficult to prove that it’s a

particular chemical that’s causing the problem,” Kelly said.

While no single chemical can be singled out as a cause for health problems, the

source can.

Kelly said, “We can’t prove these symptoms are caused by fracking, but we can’t

prove they came from anywhere else.”

At first, Kelly said, El-IP advised consumers to be cautious about the drinicing

water. Then they began looking at the air quality surrounding fracking activities,

from the exhaust ofvarious machinery to compressor stations to water

impoundments containing flowback or process water.

Kelly said the EPA and industry representatives continued to claim no pollution

was coming from fracking operations, so EFIP took a look at how regulatory

agencies were conducting their research. When residents lodged complaints, he

http ://www.beraldstandard.com/gcm/news/local_newsfgreene-county-wells-show-million... 11/30/2014
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said, DEP would bring a 24-hour air quality monitoring canister to collect data and
average the pollution emissions over that period.

“We went to a different way ofmeasuring,” Kelly said. “We discovered people
were getting spikes of exposure. There wonid be nothing for several hours and then,
bang! Off the charts.”

Kelly said, “We’ve proven there’s a public health problem, There are toxic-level
spikes of exposure.”

According to Kelly, the industry has kept a pace ahead of regulatory agencies,
leaving the consequences related to health and the environment to be determined
later.

“We’re using the American people as guinea pigs in a huge chemical experiment.”

FracFOcüs flaws

While fracking fluid contains a host of chemicals, some of them known to be
particularly hazardous, the Energy Policy Act of 2005 exempts chemicals used in
hydraulic fracturing from federal regulation. Colloquially, this is known as the
“Halliburton Loophole.”

In February, the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) clarified its position
on the use of diesel fuel, saying that no diesel fuel may be used in fracking fluid
without a permit from the federal government. The EPA specifically outlined five
additives according to CAS number that require permits, and all are variants of
diesel fuel.

In 2012, the state legislature passed Act 13, which, among other things, required

gas companies to report chemicals used in the fracking process to FracFocus.

According to Harvard Law School’s Environmental Law Program, the registry has

holes. It does not review the submissions, nor do states themselves. Although
FracFocus has been criticized for its imperfections, it remains the only such registry
available for laypeople trying to understand the chemicals used in fracking.

In Pennsylvania, companies are required to report to FracEocus within 60 days of
fracking a well. However, they don’t always meet that requirement. For example,
Vantage’s Lamar Trust I H well, just east of 179 outside Waynesburg has no report,
though they’ve been cited by DEP seven times between 2009 and 2010.

In some FracFocus reports from Greene County wells, the listed information can
cause confusion.
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Five reports from EQT wells that used CAS number 64742-47-8, list it as a friction
reducer purchased from Hailiburton, wNch describes the substance as “non-diesel,
BTEX-free”.

There are 31 Consol wells that list a friction reducer with no CAS number, just the
description “long chain polyacrylamide”.

FracFocus, managed jointly by the Groundwater Protection Water Council and the
Interstate Oil and Gas Compact Commission, provides information about how each
of the chemicals can be used. CAS number 64742-47-8, it states, can be used as a
carrier fluid for borate or zirconate crosslinker, a carrier fluid for guar gum gelling
agents, and as a carrier fluid for polyacrylamide friction reducer.

Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) describe a substance’s toxicity and emergency
procedures, and information from the MSDS supplied by Sigma Aldrich, one
company that sells CAS number 64742-47-8 to frackers, says it is “toxic to aquatic
life.” It advises customers not to let the product enter drains.

“Discharge into the environment must be avoided,” the MSDS says.

http ://www.heraldstandard.conilgcm/news/local news/greene-county-wells-show-million... 11/30/2014
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Marcellus gas well activity in Washington County,

I am a concerned citizen of Pennsylvania. I am not a scientist, and I do not claim to be
“in the know” about the procedures of the gas drilling industry. I am struggling to
understand the bigger picture: I want to know the intentions of Marcellus Shale drilling
companies; I want to know the possible impact that Marcellus Shale drilling will have on
my life, my land, and my neighborhood. The purpose and spirit of this document is to
present what I have learned, voice my concerns, and ask some questions. I hope that this
photo essay inspires you to ask some questions of your own about what I call the “Super

Pennsylvania
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Photo L A “Super Misting” pit ocation as seen from Google Earth.



Misting” pits, and about the public’s right to know what’s happening in their own back
yards.

The gas extraction industry is not saying much about their presence here, and many of the
people that live in the affected areas do not seem to know a whole lot about this issue.

How I Learned About Marcellus Shale Drilling

Late last year (2009) it first came to my attention that the Marcellus Shale well-drilling
industry was possibly coming to our area in Westmoreland County. The town criers were
trumpeting prosperity and “riches beyond belief,” encouraging us and the land owners
around us to get on board and sign a lease with the gas company. The only thing I knew
about gas wells at that time was what I had seen all over our area—but those were not
Marcellus Shale wells, I guess they call them “surface” gas wells. They are small green
tanks with some piping around them. They are usually tucked neatly away in a field with
grass and flowers around them; you might even see a bird of prey sitting on top of one. I
did not see much of an issue with them.

So I started to do some research on the Internet about gas wells, and I found many articles
about people that are having problems living around Marcellus Shale wells; people who
claim that the drilling procedures ruined their land and water (Do a Google search for the
name Ron Gulla, or the town of Dimock, Pa., for more information).

ft was at about this same time that I also heard people talking about a Marcellus well
being set up in our area close by, so I went to have a look. As I drove over the hill and
looked down on the area, my first impression was that it looked like they were putting in
a Wal-Mart. Until then, I had no idea that this type of gas well took up so much acreage,
and all I could think of on the way home was the size. That was my first “wake up call”
about the fact that there is a big difference between the small “surface” gas wells that
have dotted Pennsylvania farms for ages and the new Marcellus wells. I could see that I
needed to find out more.

Over the next several months, I did research on the subject, and I caine across many
concerns voiced by other citizens about the Marcellus Shale gas extraction industry, as
well as information about the extraction process. The millions of gallons of water used to
extract the gas, the gas companies’ lack of disclosure of toxic fracking chemicals used in
the process, “trade secrets,” the fact that Marcellus extraction companies get exemptions
from federal laws that oversee the safety of our clean water and air, and the many
complaints from families affected by drilling who complain of a loss of quality of life. I
started to realize that this whole issue was really massive and complex. I think the
information that bothered me the most was from Penn State’s Web site on the subject,
which says that according to current projections, gas companies plan to drill 30,000
Marcellus wells in the next ten years throughout central Pennsylvania, with more to come
later.

Google Earth

For my home research project on this issue, I had been using the Internet, and Google
Earth in particular, to get familiar with the counties of Pennsylvania, the surrounding
landscape, and the rivers. Google Earth is a free satellite image viewing program that you



can use on the Internet (www.earth.google.com). Early in the project, 1 noticed that the
satellite images (tiles) that were used were very outdated (roughly eight to ten years old)
and were extremely low resolution. There was no visual record of Marcellus well drilling.

But in September 2010, I was on Google Earth and I noticed that the satellite images had
changed in our area; they had been upgraded. Based on known changes in our area, the
new satellite images were from around the first of June, 2010 and were available on the
Internet by sometime in late August 2010, Also, the updated images are very high
resolution. So I started to look to other areas to see if I could find Marcellus drilling sites.
By this time, 1 had seen many photos of the Marcellus gas well drilling process on the
Internet, so I knew what to look [‘or. It was not difficult to find Marcellus drilling sites as
I scanned over parts of Washington County. Newly cleared pads with rectangular dark
waste pits, trucks lined up, piping and entry roads—they all have a familiar look, and
they’re available for everyone to see on Google Earth (See photo 2).

I found that Google Earth’s satellite images of much of Washington County and
Westmoreland County have been updated; I assume other new county images will follow.
So now we have a satellite snap shot from around June 2010 of Marcellus well activity in
these areas for all to inspect.

Photo 2



The Super Misting Pit on Google Earth

The thing that caught my attention the most as I scanned around Washington County on
Google Earth was what I saw in photos 1 and 3. 1 have seen photos of small waste pits
before, and some had small misting heads on them. The purpose of the misting heads, I
have been told, is to help get the waste water to evaporate, When I saw the size of this pit,
and the size of the misting heads, I knew I had found something significant. It took me
several days of looking at this image to realize just how big it is. Notice the house and car
in the lower left of the photo. Notice the size of the twelve large misting heads in relation
to the houses. I would estimate the pit is six to seven acres (see photos I and 3).

Photo 3: This pit is not visible at all from the road.

Photo 3b: Compare the size of the misting head on the right to the size of
the cars and trucks on the left.
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A Tour of Mcadams Road In Washington County, Pa.

After several days of looking at this image I decided to go to the area to see for myself
what this thing looked like from ground level. The location of this particular misting pit is
about five miles south of the town of Washington, j ust off Interstate 79 on Mcadams
Road (See photo 4).

Photo 4



As I drove on Mcadams Road, the first thing I noticed was the amount of water that was
on this road. This was September 3, 2010, at around noon. We had just had a long spell
with no rain—several weeks—and on this day, the temperature was in the 90s. It was hot
and hadn’t rained, but most of the road was saturated with water.

I-

I also noticed a large amount of “gray splash” on the bushes and grass that lined the road.
Everything had a gray look to it (see photos 6 and 7).

Photo 5

Photo 6
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I did not see any waste water trucks on this visit; I have no direct knowledge of how this
water got here. But I do suspect that it is directly related to the massive waste pit nearby.
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Photo 9

Further up the road, I came to the guard shack entrance of the “Super Mister” (Photo 9).
If I had not seen this massive pit on Google Earth’s newly updated images. I never would
have known it was here. Photo 9 shows what you can see from the road. I can see why
the neighbors that I talked to in this area were not aware that it was there. The red arrow

Photo 8
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points to the faint distant fence pole at the very top corner of the misting pit (the red
arrow in photo 3 points to the same post).

There were two yellow containers just above the guard shack with a sign that reads,
“Spill Control Kits and Disposal.”

Photo 11: View of this site from the east side, high up on Amity Ridge
Road, looking to the southwest. The misting heads are not visible from this
vantage either.

Photo 10
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Some of the area water pits and gas wells are connected with a network of piping. The
company used existing road culverts to run the pipes along and to get the pipes under
intersecting roads and driveways. It looks like the well’s delivery pipes almost
completely block the pre-existing road culverts (see photo 12). Does this not block the
water runoff flow? Where will the water go when it rains hard?

Comments From Area Residents I Interviewed

“This has been going on for two and a half years, day and night. twenty-four/seven. The
trucks; the noise—I have trouble sleeping at night,”

“1 have not received any royalties for two and a half years. and they say it will probably
be another year and a half before we do. The gas company says that the wells are on
standby. no production.”

“I wish we would have had the township put operating time restriction on the activity.”
In

Photo 12

Photo 13



Photo 14

Another thing that I noticed while touring Google Earth was the number of old waste
pits. In the 1984 Pennsylvania Oil & Gas Act 223, Chapter 2, the section on “well site
restoration” states that: “(c) Within nine months after completion of drilling of any
well, the owner or operator shall restore, remove or fill all pits used to contain
produced fluids or industrial waste and remove all drilling supplies and equipment
not needed for production.” Why are there so many of these old waste pits left open
and not restored?
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Some of my questions, concerns and comments

1) What is in the water that is being misted?

There seems to be an ongoing debate concerning the waste sludge that comes out of the
drilled well and fracking process as processed waste. Industry representatives keep saying
that it is only water, sand, and foaming agent. But third-party researchers say this is far
from the truth. Dr. Theo Colburn, resident of Colorado, has done extensive research with
collected samples reclaimed from large spills that have occurred. Dr. Colburn, in her
presentation, says air quality is also an issue: “Drilling may produce a number of airborne
pollutants as well. These pollutants may include heavy metals such as arsenic and
mercury, and radioactive materials. Fugitive methane and volatile organic chemicals may
be released directly into the air around a well site. In addition to methane, these
chemicals may contain the “BTEX” complex (benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene and
xylene),..” This seems to be a hard issue to pin down, especially when the gas extraction
industries will not tell researchers or the public all the chemicals that they are putting into
the ground, claiming that they are “trade secrets.” And, the companies are exempt fiom
some of the regulations in the federal Clean Air Act, the Clean Water Act, and other
environmental legislation. If it is the case that this waste water sludge is heavily
carcinogenic, misting it into the air in such high quantities would seem criminal. Are
these private corporations really that powerful that they can dismantle environmental
safeguards that our government has put into place to protect our air and water?

The misting pits are being used to help get rid of the waste water. If it is bad to dump the
waste water in the Monongahela River, or to pave the roads with it, and if the sewage
plants cannot process it properly, why is it OK to mist it into the atmosphere? Are these
not issues that the public has a right to know about? Or is the public just in the way?

2) Where, exactly, is all this gray road water coming from?

3) What is the actual size and volume of this misting pit?

4) How much waste water does this misting pit actually mist to the atmosphere? What is
the chemical make-up of the mist?

5) How many more of these misting pits are there? (I have found others.) And how many
more will be built?

6) Is this industry allowed to clog existing road runoff drains?

7) Why must the neighbors suffer through the round-the-clock noise and commotion of
the operation year after year?

8) Why are there so many old waste pits left open and not restored as required by law?
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9) The DEP (Department of Environmental Protection) of Pennsylvania is going through
some of the biggest budget cuts it has ever seen. In the last ten years, there have been
budget cuts of almost 60 percent. Can the DEP do its job in light of these numbers?
Is this not a prescription for a “Perfect Storm” to an accumulative, environmental
disaster? Are we really so desperate that we need to fast-track this gas extraction at the
expense of our health., environment, and future generations?

10) Over the past year, I have heard a lot of very aggressive and vociferous land owners
pronouncing their “rights” to make money off of their property without some neighbor
hindering them or getting in their way. I basically agree with this “right” that they talk
about, except when it interferes with the Constitution of the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania, Article 1, Section 27, which states: “The people have a right to clean air,
pure water, and to the preservation of the natural, scenic, historic and esthetic
values of the environment. Pennsylvania’s public natural resources are the common
property of all the people, including generations yet to come. As trustee of these
resources, the Commonwealth shall conserve and maintain them for the benefit of
all people.”

The apparent zeal our state and local representatives (trustees) have demonstrated to fast-
track the extraction of Marcellus gas, leads me to wonder whether they are taking into
account this constitutional right of the people of Pennsylvania when they make their
decisions. That right should trump corporate and private profits. I guess it comes down to
a question of values.

11) In 1984 the State of Pennsylvania specifically created the Oil and Gas Act 223 for
this purpose:

Oil and Gas Act 223
Chapter 1
Sec. 601.102. Declaration of purpose

The purposes of this act are to:
(1) Permit the optimal development of the oil and gas resources of Pennsylvania

consistent with the protection of the health, safety, environment and property of the
citizens of the Commonwealth.
(2) Protect the safety of personnel and facilities employed in the exploration,

development, storage and production of natural gas or oil or the mining of coal.
(3) Protect the safety and property rights of persons residing in areas where such
exploration, development, storage or production occurs.
(4) Protect the natural resources, environmental rights and values secured by the

Pennsylvania Constitution.

Do we now have a healthy sustainable balance between “optimal development.. .“ and
“protection; health; safety; environment; property rights; and values secured by the
Pennsylvania Constitution”? Or, are we suffering from an epidemic of a very contagious
psychological condition called, “Gold Fever”?



A repeated pattern of disasters

It seems that just about every month or so you hear on the news of another environmental
disastçr caused by industrial and fossil fuel corporations:

2009—Water contamination in the town of Dimock, Pa. The Associated Press wrote
in October2010 that “John Hanger (DEP) blames the methane contamination of the
Dimock aquifer on faulty Marcellus Shale gas wells drilled by Cabot. The company
vigorously denies responsibility for the pollution. It took out a newspaper ad and released
a 29-page rebuttal document this week in which Cabot’s chief executive officer, Dan
Dinges, lambasted Hanger and his agency for ‘political pandering’ and abuse of
authority.”

April 2010—BP’s Deepwater Horizon drill rig explodes, killing eleven people and
causing the largest marine oil spill in industry history, discharging 185 million gallons of
oil into the Gulf of Mexico, almost 20 times more than the Exxon Valdez spill in 1989.

June 2010—Well blowout in Clearfield, Pa. Workers lost control of the well on the
PunLxsutawney Hunting Club grounds, and it unleashed a combustible 75-foot fountain of
natural gas and toxic wastewater. The gusher spewed for 16 hours before containment.

July 2010—Shallow gas well explodes in Indiana Township, Pa., killing two people.

September 2010—In San Francisco, an aging gas pipe explodes in a rural
neighborhood, killing eight people and destroying 37 homes. The plans and location of
the pipe were kept from the public. Most people did not even know a 30-inch gas main
ran under their neighborhood.

October 2010—A toxic pond collapses in Hungary, killing four people and spilling
180 million gallons and threatening the Danube River. The Associated Press reported that
Kolontar Mayor Karoly Tili noted that the disaster occurred only a week after Hungarian
environmental authorities had declared the reservoir safe. “People are scared,” he told the
AP. “People no longer trust or believe what is said about the reservoir.” MAL Rt., the
Hungarian Aluminum Production and Trade Company, which owns the Ajkai
Timfoidgyar plant where the spill occurred, insist the sludge is not considered hazardous
waste according to European Union standards.

Hope springs eternal

It is my hope that this photo essay will encourage others to ask important questions about
the pressing issue of Marcellus Shale drilling in their area. Be informed.

Please spend some time on Google Earth. Take a look at the satellite images of
Washington County and see the Marcellus gas well activity that has been going on there
for the past four years. And keep in mind that activity is going to double next year
(2011), and that an estimated 30,000 wells will be put in place throughout central
Pennsylvania in the next ten years.

Jay Langham
10-5-2010
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Credits and Additional Information:

• I would like to thank the courageous people from all states that are
coming forward and telling the other side of the story about the Marcellus
Shale gas extraction process, and giving their first-hand accounts of what
it is like to live around a Marcellus well.
• Satellite images from Google Earth: www.earth.google.com
• Map from MapQuest: www.mapquest.com
• Dr. Thea Colburn: w’wi.endocrinedisruption.corn.
• All images are in Washington County, Pennsylvania.
• Book resource: Toxic Sludge Is Good For You: Lies, Damn Lies and The
Public Relations industry by John Stauber and Sheldon Rampton
• Ground photos by Jay Longhorn
• Super Misting pit location:

400 05’22 39” N
80° 13’40.04” W

• Release statement:
This photo essay is given out freely for public distribution, for printing, for
websites, and presentations. I do require that this photo essay is left in its
entirety, no editing, fragmenting into parts or adding to it. Thank You.
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Where oil and gas development goes, health problems often follow.

For many people across the United States, this statement has rung painfully true for a long time. As
the drilling boom picks up speed and reaches more places, it is now resonating in new
communities. From a grovIing nmbsr of stories toW by individuals nationwide’ to conferences
held by academics and public agencies. the “dots” between health symptoms and gas facilities are
very sowly out surely being connected.

The health survey and environmental testing project described in the following pages is part of
this critical process. Between August 201 1 and July 2012, Earthworks’ Oil & Gas Accountability
Project (OGAP) investigated the extent, types, and possible causes of health symptoms
expenenced by people living in the gas patches of Pennsyvania.

Founded in 1988, Earthworks is dedicated to protecting
communities and the environment from the impacts of
irresponsible mineral and energy development while seeking
sustainable solutions. We reform government policies,
improve corporate practices, and work with landowners,
organizations, agencies, and elected officials to adopt
policies to protect public health and the environment and
hold industry accountable for its practices.

The findings of this study stand in strong contrast to
statements—often made by industry representatives and
policymakers seeking to expand drilling—dismissing claims
of health impacts as “personal anecdotes” and isolated
incidents. Directly impacted people are frequently told that
what they experience is a random occurrence and that some
other source—traffic, lifestyle choices, family disease history,
household products—is to blame.

We know that the gas and oil industry uses toxic substances
that harm human health. For example, of about 300
compounds identified as being used in hydraulic fracturing
to extract gas, 65 are listed as hazardous by the federal
govern ment. In turn, this creates a real potential for negative
health effects in any area where gas development occurs.
While general scientific links regarding the effects of such
exposure have been established, research on the direct
relationship between health problems and gas and oil
activities has been limited and inconsistenU

Though knowledge of impects’
evoivee akiwly, gee end oil
extiection end production conilnue
to accelerate repidly—sdbwing
irtduetry to put stiiiernerging
technologlea uce without firat
eetahliaiiinci their aefety.

Photo by: Nda SHnzor

Even as knowledge of impacts evolves slowly, gas and oil extraction and production continue to
accelerate rapidly—allowing industry to put stiI1emerging technologies to use without first
establishing their safety. State regulations remain too lax and outdated to prevent the impacts of
modern-day energy develomeni, and regulatory agencies are often unable to conduct the

DIling directly behind the play yard.

GAS PATCH RC)LILSITE: HOW SHALE GAS DEVELOPMENT RSS PUBUC HEALTH N PENNSYLVANA
EarThworM’ OTT. Gas AcajnrabITtv Project www earMwowsaction.ora



oversight and enforcement needed to protect air and water quality and, in turn, health and
communities. Magnifying the consequerlce5 of this situation are special exemptions in provisions
of the nation’s bedrock environmental laws, which allow the industry to stifle key information and
pursue risky practices.

The overall result is that the burden of proof remains heaviest for impacted individuals and
communities themselves. Companies can continue to avoid responsibility and downplay health
related concerns. Decisionmakers can continue to sidestep the need to recognize the damage and
hold companies accountable.

Yet the realities, including those described in this report, can be documented—and when they are,
they can no longer be denied. When many people in many places where gas development is
occurring have simliar health complaints, something is dearly wrong. OGAP believes that when
health problems occur, action to solve and prevent them must foliow.

GAS PATCH ROULETTE: HOW SHALE GAS DEVELOPMENT RISKS PUBLIC HEALTH IN PENNSYLVANIA 6
EarthworIc Oil & Gas Accauntobililv Protect wwwearthworksactiafl.Oia
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The Marcellus Shale spans a distance of approximately 600 miles from central New York through
much of Pennsylvan!a and into the eastern half of Ohio and western parts of West Virginia; small
sections are also found in Maryland and Virginia.o The formation covers an area of about 54,000
square miles (sUghdy larger than Florida) and varies greatly in depth, from outcroppings above
ground to some areas to 9,00 or more feet below the surFace.

For a long time, extracting and producing deep shale gas from formations across the United States
was considered economically and technologically unfeasible, But recent advances in hydraulic
fracturing methods and its combination with horizontal drilling have made it possible to drill much
deeper and further than ever before and, bolstered by political pressure to expand domestic
energy prouuction, have spurred a boom in snale gas (and snale oil) production nationwide.

The Marcellus Shale, considered a “gas super
giant,” has been at the center of this activity,
particularly in Pennsylvania, an estimated 60
percent of which is undertatn by the formation.w
As of September 2012, nearly 5,900
unconventional oil and gas wells, primarily in the
Marcellus Shale, had been drilled in the state and
over 11,500 had been permitted; the pace of
expansion has been stunning, with 75 percent of
all unconventional wells having been drilled just
since 2010u

Gas and oil development is occurring in
Pennsylvania and nearby states today more
rapidly and with more extensive impacts than in
the past. Current development uses a
tremendous amount of water, chemicals, and
land; requires heavy equipment; and produces
large volumes of both wastewater and solid
waste. The gas industry has plans for tens of
thousands of additional wells across the Marcellus
and Utica Shale regions and in other fo mations
nationwtde.

TL. -+.,ecompex( icILyOi St),pCu

energy development opens up pathways of
exposure that impact human health, including air

Impoundment pits, ohich often contain contanihated waste.and water pollution, traric, notse, and soil can leak and give off emissionsconamination. Although no industrial process is
Photo by: Robert Donnsnharm-free, these problems can be particularly

severe when operators act irresponsibly and are
not required to take measures to prevcnr,
minimize, or mitigate problems such as chemical
and waste spills, emission releases, or equipment
failure.

GAS PATCH ROULEGE: HO SHALE GAS DEVaOPMLN RiSKS PUBUC HEAL’- N PEN5?LVANA
Earthwrks Ofi A Gas AccountaLisv Proect wv.eartnwort:sOCtc,nurc

Rigs in the neighborhood.
Photo by: Maik Schaerlhg
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This research project had two central components, health surveys and air and water testing, and
was undertaken In order to:

o investigate the extent and types of health symptoms experenced by people iMng in the
gas patches of Pennsylvania.

o Consider links between health symptoms and proximity to gas extraction and production
facilities.

o Provide air and water quality testing to households in need of such Iniormatton,
o Provide useful information to impacted residents, researchers, public officials, and partner

organizations,
o Put forth common-sense recommendations for

regulatory and policy changes to prevent
negative health and environmental impacts.

This project represents a scaling-up (in terms of both the
number of participants and geographic area covered) of
community-based projects previously conducted by
Earthworks’ OGAP. We conducted health surveys with
local residents and analyzed results in relation to
contaminants identified through water quality
investigations (Pavillion, Wyoming, 2010) and prior air
quality monfto ring (DISH, Texas, 20O9)2 In addition, in
2011 OGAP developed case studies of residents who
reported health problems while living in close proximity
to gas facilities in several counties in Texas

Phole by: Nadia Steinzor

The health survey instrument used in this project was designed by Wilma Subra, President of Subra
Company, and air and water quality testing was managed by the non-profit organization ShaleTest
based in Denton, Texas. Data from the surveys and associations with testing results were obtained
by tabulating responses and calculating percentages of both symptom categories and individual
symptoms.

The survey focused on a range of exposures, health symptoms, and disease history. Responses
were gathered to identify patterns that occur across locations and improve understanding of the
experiences of participants. All the symptoms included in the survey could potentially be caused
by exposure to substances known to be associated with gas and oil facilities.

It should be noted that this project did not investigate additional factors that can influence health
conditions or cause symptoms (e.g., through structured control groups in non-impacted areas and
in-depth comparative health history research). Such work, while important and currently lacking,
was beyond the scope of this particular project. in addition, we did not seek to link single faciiities
with particular health problems experienced by specific participants.

GAS PATCH ROULEtTE: HOW SHALE GAS DEVELOPMENT RISKS PUBLIC HEALTH IN PENNSYI VANIA
EarThworM OT & Gas Accountability Project wwweorthworksaclionow

Separators split off heavy hydrocarbons from gas, and
often vent methane and volatile organic compounds into
the air.
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The survey was completed by 108 indMduals iMng in 55
households in 14 counties. The largest number of surveys
(85 percent) was collected in Bedford, Bradford, Butler,
Fayette, and Washington Counties, Taken together, all the
counties represent a geographical range across the state
(i.e., northeast to southwest) and have had gas
development long enough for reports of health impacts
and declining air and water quality to surface.

Respondents answered questions on their own or
provided them to a ;etative or friend, hi some cases,
members of the same household, including spouses and
parents, completed surveys for participants, and a few
participants chose to provide answers to OGAP staff in
person or over the phone. Due to expressed concerns Condensate tanks pull off water from gasabout confidentiality, participants were given the option and can produce fumes and emissions.
of completing the surveys anonymously, which some

PholobyNadiaStin’or
chosetodo,’

Survey distribution was initiated through existing contacts
in the target counties. These individuals then chose to
participate in the project themsetves and/or
recommended other possible participants, who in turn
provided additional contacts. The survey was also
distributed to individuats who expressed interest in
participating directly to OGAP at public events.

Air and water are the primary pathways of exposure to
chemicals and other harmful substances, which are
inhaled, ingested, and absorbed through the skin. With
this in mind, covironmental testing was conducted on the
properties of a subset of survey participants (70 people in
total) in order to identify the presence of pollutants that Pnoto by: Nadia SteThzor
might be linked to both gas development and health
symptoms. Test locations were selected based on
household interest, the severity of symptoms reported, and proximity to gas facilities and
activities. Because the need for testing in such places far exceeded the resources available, we also
considered whether hou5aholds had already received other environmental testing and been
provided with the resutts.

In total, 34 air tests and 9 water tests were conducted at 35 households in 9 counties. The air tests
were conducted using Summa Canisters put out for 24-hours by trained members of ShaleTest.
The samples were analyzed by three certified laboratories using U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency-approved TO-14 and TO15 methods, which test for a wide range of Volatile Organic
Compounds (VOCs) such as benzerie, toluene, ethyl benzene, and xylene (BTEX chemicals). The
water tests used samples drawn directly from household sinks or water wells by technicians
employed by licensed laboratories and covered the standard her !, Tier 2, and Tier 3 (including
VOCsIBTEX) and in one case, Gross Alpha/Beta, Radon, and Radium as well.

Placing an air canister at a test site for collecting
emissions data,

GAS PACH ROULE1IE: HOW SHALE GAS DEVELOPMEI’J RISES PUBLiC HEALTH IN PENLSYLVA’IA
EorVwork Oil & Gi Ac:DurIQUII[Iy Proaot wearthwcUCILOfl.orc
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Among participants, 45 percen were male from 18 months to 79 years of age and 55 percent were
female from 7 to /7 years of age. Ihe closest a participant lived to gas facilities was 350 fast and
the furthest away was 5 rnies.

Partidpants had a wide range of occupational backgrounds, including animal breeding and
training, beautician, child care, construction, domestic work, farming, management, mechanic,
medical professional, office Work. inter, retail, teaching, and welding. About 20 percent of
participants reported occupatioiiai-reiated chemical exposure (for example, to cleaning products,
fe:’ti!izers, pesticides, and solvents). At the time of survey compezion, 80 percent of participants
did not smoke ano 20 rercent did. Wnile some of the non-smokers had smokea in the past, more
than 60 percent never had.

‘abe : tosdoe

______

fcir 4crc

24 22

20 18

20 18

17 16

12 11

3 3

2 2

2 2

2

2 2

1 1

Susqme 1 1

1 1

TO7t. 108 100%
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We established an informal comparison group of 5 individuak in 5 households in and around the
city of Sayre in north-central Bradford County and in Waverly, New York, just over the state border
from Sayre. This group generally lived further away from gas facilities than the main survey group,
between 1.5 - 9 miles from gas wells and (in one case) 8 miles from a compressor station.
None of the participants smoked and all reported being healthy. Taken together, these
participants reported a total of 24 health symptoms, including some in the categories of skin,
respiratory, digestive. muscles/joints, neurological, ear/nose/mouth, beh aviorai, and lymphatic.
Only one or two participants reported each symptom. or smelling odors of any kind—reflecting a
lower level of impact than was generally documented among survey participants overall. While
much smaller than the main survey group, the comparison group results indicate the possibiliTy
that fewer health symptoms exist at longer distances from facilities, an aspect indicated by the
project findings overall that warrants further investigation and analysis.

t=LTh

Almost half of the survey participants answered the question of whether they had any health
problems prior to shale gas development. About half of those responses indicated no health
conditions before the development began and about half reported
having had one or just a few, in particular allergies, asthma, arthritis,
cancer, high blood pressure, and heart, kidney, pulmonary, and
thyroid conditions.

In addition, 5 individuals volunteered (verbaHy or in writing) that
their existing hea[::h symptoms became worse after shale gas
development started and 15 that their symptoms lessened or
disappeared when they were away from home. Members of four
households also reported that they’d moved to new iocations due to
gas drilling and several others told OGAP staff that they would if their
finances and jobs allowed it. Also of note is that participants in 22
households reported that pets and livestock began to have unexplained
symptoms (such as seizures or losing hair) or suddenly fell Ill and died
after gas development began nearby.

The specific symptoms reported within each of the top reported
categories varied.’ (To see which specific symptoms were included in all
the categories, see the full survey at http://health.earthworksaction.org.)
However, the primary categories of heafth problems reported by
participants were quite consistent across counties. For example,
sinus/respiratory problems was the top complaint category for all
participants, as well as in four of the five main counties and the other
counties group; the second top complaint category,
behavioral/mood/energy, was the first in one county, second in three
and in the other counties group, and third and fourth in one each.

GS P;ZTCH ROULETTE: HOW SHALE GAS DEVELOPMENT RISKS PUBLIC RTALTH IN PINSYVATA
Eorthworks Oil & Gos AeccuntabliRy Profr3ct www.eihwOsOCliOnnQ
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Industrial equipment containing
combustible products, very close to home.
Photo by: Nadia Stelazor
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Tthb 2: of top Ccoioe of synptoras, by coty

___________________

iEi ©Uj f3&I6t C4

1 1 2 1 1

2 2 1 3 2 4 2

3 5 5 8 7 3 3

4 3 3 4 5 6

5 7 8 7 5 6 5

6 4 7 5 4 8 7

7 6 4 3 7 8

8 8 6 6 6 2 4

3: Jost precones of

.

Symptoi toJorj ld adfonc1 &adfond zisn yette iiast. Othes

88 80 82 75 85 95 87

8e&Irnood/enency 80 60 88 67 85 74 67

o!ocol 74 45 71 50 70 79 60

usdes/joirts 70 55 82 67 70 74 47

64 55 65 58 75 63 33

66 40 59 50 75 68 47

64 45 70 67 75 63 27

63 40 65 50 70 79 53
* Includes Clearlield, Elk, Erie, Jefferson, Greene, Sullivan, Susquehanna, Warren, and Westmoreland Counties. The
surveys from these counties (15) were analyzed togetherto create a group comparable in number to each of the
counties where more surveys were collected.

The 25 most prevalent symptoms among all participaots were increased fatigue (62%), nasal
irritation (61%), throat irritation (60%), sinus p oblerns (58%), eyes burning (53%), shortness of
breath (52%), joint pain (52%), feeling weak and tired (52%), se’ere headaches (51%), sleep
disturbance (51%), lumbar pain (49%), forgetfulness (48%), muscle aches and pains (44%), difficulty
breathing (41%), sleep disorders (41%), frequent irritation (39%), weakness (39%), frequent nausea

(39%), skin irritation (38%), skin rashes (37%); depression (37%), memory prob!ems (36%), severe

anxiety (35%), tension (35%), and dizziness (34%)

The survey asked questions designed o identi’ if there might be associations between symptoms

and living near particular types of facilities (wells, waste impoundment pits, and compressor
stations). However, because it turned out that most survey participants actually live in close
proximity to more than one type of facility, it was difficult to determine connections with a specific
type of facility. Instead, we examined whether the distance from ytype of oil and gas facility had
a bearing on the number of types of symptoms reported in the survey.

s PATCH C)ULEF HOW SHALE GAS DEVELOPMENT RISKS PUBUC HEALHlN PENNsrLvAN’, 12
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As seen in Table 4, many symptoms were commonly reported regardless of the distance from the
facility (in particular sinus problems, nasal irritation, increased fatigue, feelin weak and tired, joint
pain, and shortness of breath),

In general, as the distance from facilities decreases, the percentage of respondents reporting the
symptoms increases. For example, when facilities were 1500-4000 feet away, 27 percent re;sortect
throat irritation; this increased to 63 percent at 501-1500 feet, and 74 percent at less than 500 feet.
For severe headaches, 30 percent reported them at the longef distance, but about 60 percent at
the middle and short dssances.

However, when facHities were further away than 4001
feet, some percentages junmped back up. The cata
showed higher percentages of respondents
experiencing certain symptoms at tie longer than mid
range distances with regard to several other symptoms
(e.g., throat irritation, sinus problems, nasal irritation, eye
burning, and joint pain). It is possible that the chemicals
that bring on these types of symptoms travel over much
longer distances than would normally be expected, or
that other factors were at play related to the landscape,
weather conditions, participant reporting, and type of
productiona

When the most prevalent symptoms are broken out by
age and distance from facility, some differences are
notable. In most age groups, symptoms are more
prevalent in those living closer to facilities than those
living further away. In sum, while the data presented in
Figure 1 below do not prove that living closer to an oil
and gas facility causes health problems, they do suggest
a strong association.

in general, the coe9r to gea fecHibs
raepordenla iiied, te higher the rs
of ymptome they reporet,

Drilling rig onsite,

Photo by: Frank Finan
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increased fatigue (68%), nasa?
irritation(65%), throat irritation (63%),
eye burning! severe headaches (60%),
shortness of breath (55%), sleep
disturbances! sinus problems! lumbar
pain (53%), feeling weak and tired/
forgetfulness (50%), joint pain! muscular
pain! memory problems! weakness
(48%)

Increased fatigue (57%I, feeling weak
and tired (47%), joint pain (43%),
shortness of breath! difficulty breathing
(40%), sinus problems! lumbar pain!
forgetfulness! tension! weakness of
hands (37%), nasal irritation! frequent
nausea! reduced muscles strength!
persistent skin problems (33%)

Greater Throat irritation! nasal irritation/feeling
than 4001 weak and tired (64%), sinus problems!
feet from a eye burning/joint pain! muscle aches or
facility pains! ringing in ears (55%), increased

fatigue! severe headaches! shortness of
breath! sleep disturbances! lumbar pain!
muscular pain! weakness! depression!
persistent hoarseness! blurred vision
(45%)

Within 500
feet of any
facility

1,5 to
76(1
had no
age
data)

501-1500 40 3to79 12 30
feet from a
facility

1 hroat irritation (74%), sinus problems
(70%), nasal irritation! eye burning/joint
pain! severe headaches! sleep
disturbances (59%), skin rashes (56%),
si ortness of breath (52%), loss of sense
of smell! persistent cough/forgetfulness!
sleep disorders! frequent nosebleeds!
svollen painful joints/increased fatigue!
feeling weak and tired (44%)

1501 -

4000 feet
from a
facility

11

8

30 6to77
(1 had
no age
data)

11 34to
76

9 27

29
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In the youngest age group
(1,5-16 years old), the most
common symptoms viere
retated to sensitve mucous
membranes (throat, eyes,
nose) and skin. Even these
youngest spondens had
conditions not tjpicrfiy
associated va’th chHdren
(e.g., sevare headaches,
joint pain, lumbar pain,
and forgeiiuhess).17
in the subset of this young
age group living 1500 Feet or
closer to a facili!y, the
percentage of wspondents
with symptoms increased.
For example, the number of
respondents experiencing
throat irritation iLinped from
57 to 69 percent, and severe
headaches increased from
52 to 69 percent. Of all age
-roupa, this group had the
highest occurrence of
frequent nosebleeds
mlthin 1500 feet of
facflities (5%)1S

In the next age group (20 40
years old), there was a high
occurrence of symptoms
rotated to the throat, eye,
and nose; fatigue, nausea,
and severe headaches were
also common symptoms.
For those living 1500 feet or
closer to a facility, the
percentage of respondents
wIth symptoms increased for
all symptoms except one
(headaches). In some cases,
the percentage reporting
symptoms was considerably
higher (e.g., for sinus
problems eye b;rnig,
shortness of breath, and
sleep disturbances) 44
percent of 20 to 40year-
olds Ibring within 1500 feet
of facilities complained of
frequent nosebineds,
compared to 29 percent of
all participants of this age.
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Forgetfulness (59%), lumbar pain/joint pain
(57%), increased fatigue (56%), eye burning! nasal
irritation (54%), sinus problems! sleep
disturbances (48%), severe headaches! throat
irritation (44%), shortness of breath (43%).
frequent nausea! muscular pain! persistent
hoarseness (41%), weakness (39%)

Increased fatigue (70%), eye burning! lumbar pain
(59%), sinus problems! nasal irritatioft! joint pain!
forgetfulness! severe headaches! sleep
disturbances (56%), shortness of breath! throat
irritation! frequent nausea! muscular pain (52%),
feeling weak and tired! weakness (48%)

Breaking down the data further, as shown in Table 6, (t ears that the symptorns mest
eqtterrt)y repotted by smkets atid oc smelkeirs aete we awkeb)y si)aw tañthim cads age
ot.p For example, in the age group 20-40, increased fatigue, sinus problems, throat irritation,

frequent nausea, and sleep problems were among the top symptoms for smokers and non
smokers, ln the 41-55-year-old group, increased fatigue, throat irritation, eye burning, severe
headaches, and feeling weak and tired were among the top symptoms in both groups, and in the
over-56 age group, eye burning, sinus problems, ircreased fatigue,joint pain, and forgetfulness
were among the top symptoms of smokers and non-smokers.

Furthermore, the data from smokers did not greatly affect the results in the “all respondents”
category. When compared to the non-smoking su group, the only notable difference was in the
41-55-yea --o)d age group, where the average number of symptoms in the “all respondents” was
30, versus 22 in the non-smoking subgroup. The top symptoms, however, were very simi’ar.

G’•S PATCH ROULEITE: HOW SHALE GAS DEVELOPMENT FHSS PUBLIC PSALM IN FENNSYLVANA
Eorihworks 0! A Gas Accountabitty Proico’ ‘wwwearthworksac1ioflor

The survey also asked respondents to indicate whether or not they were smokers. Table 5 shows
that while smokers had, on average, more symptoms than non-smokers, and more symptoms in
common wkh each other, the most frequently repor:ec symptoms were very smila to non
smokers (including fot’getfuness, increased fatigue, lumbar pain, joint pain, eye burnng, nasal
irritation, sinus problems, sicep disturOances, severe headaches, throat mtation, shortness ot
breath, frequent nausea, muscle aches or c’ains, and weakness)

Tne tact mat toe non-smoieis reported synporns tnat are commonly considered to be side
effects of smoking (e.g., persistent hoarseness, throat irritation, sinus problems, nasal irritation,
shortness of breath, and sleep disturbances) suggests that there are likely factors other than
smoking that contribute to these symptoms.

labile 5, Comperisa of syeaptoss irs smolrhsg cad ccc- oicbg iresps of s5c’ar ages Sf)

smokers

Smokers 27 24 - 70 38 Is

17



Throat irritation (57%), severe headaches
(52%). nasal irritation (48%), skin rashes!
abdominal pain! eye burning! frequent nose
bleeds! sleep disturbdnces (43%), sinus
problems! persistent cough (38%), shortness
of breath! frequent nausea (33%), skin
irritation! asth ma! difficulty breathinci!
allergies! diarrhea! dry eyes! muscle aches or
perrs! forgetfulness! behavioral changes!
frequent irritation (29%)

Increased fatigue (64%). severe headaches
sinus problems! throat irritation! frequent
nausea (57%) abdominal pain! nasal irritation!
eye burning! muscular pain! lumbar pain!
weakness! sleep disturbances! depression
(50%), dry/cracked red skin! feeling weak and
tired! sleep disorders! a)Iergies/ sores or ulcers
in mouth! forgetfulness/joint pain! severe
anxiety (43%)

Increased fatigue! severe headaches!
abdominal pain, (60%), sinus problems! throat
irritation! frequent nausea! nasal irritation!
dry, cracked red skin! feeling weak and tired!
sleep disorders (50%), eye burning! muscular
pan! lumbar pain! sleep disturbances!
depression! allergies! sores or ulcers in mouth!
forgetfulness! skin rashes! shortness of breath!
diarrhea! e>treme drowsiness! tension!
persistent skin problems! loss of sense of
smell! lumps or swelling neck (40%)

Weakness (100%), increased fatigue (75%),
sinus problems (75%), throat irritation (75%),
frequent nausea (75%), eye burning (75%),
muscular pain (75%), lumbar pain (75%), sleep
disturbances (75%), depression (75%), joint
pain (75%), severe anxiety (75%), frequent
irritation (75%), severe headaches! nasal
irritation! allergies! sores or ulcers in mouth!
forgetfulness! swollen painful joints! muscle
aches or pains! loss of sex drive! irregular or
rapid heart beat’ persistent hoarseness!
reduced muscle strength! difficulty
concentrating! severe pain in eyes!
compulsive behavior! weight loss (50%)

OAt PA!Ch ROULETTE OW SHAI E GAS DEVELOPME ROSS PUBLiC HEtL!H IN POINSY! VANIA
SoUnvcrks O A Gcs Ac’rtahAN’ PrrciecI orhwcoctioflCO

16 and All respondents 21
under (None were

smokers)

19 2

20- 40 All respondents 14 29 17

Non-smokers 10 29 10

Smokers 4 28 28

18



41 -55 All respondents 33 30 8 Severe headaches! nasal irritation! increased
fatigue (63%), joint pain! throat irritation
(60%), feeling weak and tired (57%), sinus
problems/eye burning (60%). shortness of
breath? sleep disturbances! depression,
muscles aches or pains (49%.), lumbar
pain/forgetfulness (46%), memory problems
43%)

Non-smokers 22 22 8 Joint pain (68%, nasal irritation (64%>, throat
irritation (59%), severe headaches! increased
Fatigue! feeling weak and tired (55%), sinus

problems! depression (50%), eye burning!
muscle aches or pains (45%), shortness of
breath? memory problems! lumbar pain! skin
rashes (41%)

Smokers 13 44 18 Severe headaches/increased fatigue (77%),
sleep disturbances (69%), nasal irritation!
throat irritation / feeling weak and tired/ eye
burning/shortness of breath/forgetfulness!
sleep disorders? loss of sex drive (62%), sinus
problems! muscle aches or pains! lumbar
pain? skin irritation? muscular pain! persistent
hoarseness? agitation (54%)

56-79 All respondents 36 32 11 Increased fatigue (67%), shortness of breath!
feeling weak and tired (64%), sinus problems!
eye burning, joint pain (56%), forgetfulness
(53%), difficulty breathing! nasal irritation!
lumbar pain! sleep disturbances (50%), throat
irritation (47%), weakness! reduced muscle
strength/memory problems (44%)

Non-smokers 28 32 9 Feeling weak and tired (68%), increased
fatigue/shortness of breath (64%), sinus
problems? eye burning! sleep disturbances
(54%), joint pain! forgetfulness? throat
irritation (50%), difficulty breathing! nasal
irritation? weakness! memory problems! sleep
disorders! frequent urination (46%)

Smokers 8 35 18 Increased fatigue! joint pain! lumbar pain
(75%), shortness of breath! sinus problems?
eye burning, forgetfulness? difficulty
breathing! nasal irritation! tension! frequent
nausea (63%), feeling weak and tired! reduced
muscle strength! arthritis? muscular pain!
persistent skin problems? diarrhea! skin rashes
50%)

GAS PATCH ROULEITE: HOW SHALE GAS DEVELOPMENT RISKS usuc HEALTH N PENNSYLVANIA
Eorthworks’ Oil & Gos AccountcibilHv Prolect w’w.eorfhworksoc1ion.ora



Participants were asked to describe the suspected source of the
odors. Nearly all responses ated odors to gas facilities and
events, induding drilling; gas wells; well pads; fracturing;
compressor saions: condesate tanks; drinking contaminated
water; fiaring; waste pits; retention ponds; diesel engines; truck
traffic; pipelines and pipeline stations; spills and leaks; subsurface
events; seismic lesting; and blue-colored particles in air (possibly a
sign of catalytic compounds or particulate matter).

When asked in the survey whether health symptoms occurred in
conjunction with odor events, participants reported the
associations listed below. Most indicated that symptoms would
last from a few hours to a few days and, in some cases, a few
weeks.

o l\ammonia, chlorine, gas, propane, ozone, rotten

gas.
o iitese chemical bntiing, chlorine, diesel, ozone,

petrochemical smell, rotten/sour gas, sulfur.
o Headathe chemical smell, chlorine, diesel, gasoline,

ozone, petrochemical smell, propane, rotten/sour gas,
sweet smell.

o eMsico pobeos: chemical burning, chlorine, exhaust.
0 50TY p oems ammonia, chemical burning, chlorine, diesel, perfume smell, rotten

gas, sulfur.
polema chemical smell, chlorine, exhaust, gas, ozone, petrochemical smell,

rotten gas, sulfur, sweet smell.
o 1osebleedis kerosene, petrochemical smeli, propane, sour gas.
o Sd iton chemical smell, chlorine, ozone, sulfur.
o Decreasedey/sschemical gas, ozone, rotten/sour gas, sweet smell.

o £fieteiflcfhad taste im motth: chemical burning, chlorine, turpentine.

Bad and unusual odors are an indication of the presence of a
substance or chemical, aria are a common complaint or people
itVhg near gas facilities. Among survey participants, 81 percent
reported experiencing bad odors sometimes or constanty. The
rrequency ianqed trom 1 to / oays per week and rom several
times per day to all day long; lB percent said they could smell
odos everyday.

ii /© r’oret [ThChIi©]
od©i’ ao etimaa or cornt•ly.

Th h’equen:i arigsd from Ito I
pe:r week arid from eeverl dma per da;
to €ll dej brig.

- ---

-—

Centralized cornpzessor stations niove large
vohimes or gas to and tirough pipelines.
Ernssicns can include volatile organic
cornourds stch as enzene and toluene,
nitrogao oxcies, and formalcletycle.

Photo by: Nadia SRn
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2-taos

Acetone

1/I ,2-Tr doro- ,2,2-

Caon racdde

TwichbTkromatene

iohiene

1i1ethyieme Ci’brk1e

Total Hrd rons (gas) ‘‘

i,2,-Ttfryibenzee

ThchleToyiene

Xyiare (m&)

)Lrie (o)

1,2-Dkic’oeAhame

17 16 94 0,95

17 15 88 8.0

34 27 79 1.0

34 26 76 0.54

34 26 76 0.46

34 26 76 0.6

34 22 65 0.68

17 9 53 1.9

8 3 38 3.03

34 11 32 0.31

34 10 29 1.9

8 2 25 49.8

34 8 24 0.12

17 4 24 0.38

34 6 18 0.27

34 6 18 0.17

34 5 15 0.92

34 5 15 0.39

34 1 3 0.64

2.9

19

1,66

0.73

Mean of samples detecting chemicaL2

‘ Pace reporting limits were in ppbv. We canve’ted to pg/mS.22

Total hydrocarbons reported as parts per billion volume (ppbv).

GS FATCH ROULETtE: HOW SHALE GAS DEVROPMENI SLA EUBUC HEALTH
Earhw;rks (01 A Gcs Acco1rOohlliL’ Proieoi

As seen in Table 7, the 34 Summa canister air tests, taken together, detected a total of 19 VOCs. In
sum, there was considerable consistency in the chemicals present in many of the sampies
although concentrations varied. This could in part he due to differences in the reporting limits and
suite of chemicals analyzed by the three labs used in this pFoject. Itis possible, for estample, that
more VOCs were present in more locations, but Pace Analydcal had much higher reporting limits
than Columbia and Con-Test so the Pace resuts showed “non-detect” for many substances.

‘e 7, iOCs ,‘j eeeet air, v e]” ‘ ront d-tectb” . enaton ‘e k ‘ ts’ i,em’ ror
—bc co’, sjIr (n — total number of canister samies that were analyzed for a particula checai; NA =
VOC not included in the analysis)

1.52 0.85-1.3 NA NA

11.85 6.5 10 NA NA

1.21 0.59-0.90 0.1 1.39 1.53

0.64 0.22- 0.34 0.38 5.13 - 5.67

0.76 0.62 0.091 . 0.31 4.21 -4.65

1.8 1.48 0.81 -1.2 0.28 3.32-3.66

7.9 1.83 0.53—0.82 0.19 2.52-2.79

2.8 2.41 NA 0.25 332-3.66

704 5.23 NA NA 2,37 - 2.61

1.5 0.85 0,46-0,67 0.16 2.14-2.36

32.62 7.93 0.49—0.76 1.7 2.33-2.57

146 97.9 NA NA 46.9-52.2

10.85 1.68 0.10—0.16 0.34 4.54-5.02

0.61 0.48 NA 0.25 3.30-3.64

1.5 0.54 1.4— 1.9 0.22 2.91 -3.21

5.37 2.71 0.08-012 0.27 3.60-3.98

5.2 1.98 2,5—3.8 0.43 2.82-3,12

1.9 0.76 1.2—1.9 0.22 2.91 -3.21

0.64 0.64 0.59-0.90 0.2 2.71 -2.99
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Breaking out the air data by county, the highest number of VOCs were detected in samples from
Washington County (15), Butler County (15), Bradford County (11), and Fayette County (9).
Washington County also had the highest measured concentration of five and the second highest
concentration of 11 VOCS.23 Samples from Butler and Bradford Counties had the highest
concentrations of five and three VOCs, respectively. Five chemicals were detected in all nine of the
samples from Washington County and in the six samples from Butler Coi.inty: 1,1 ,2-Trichloroi ,2,2-
trifluoroetharie; carbon tetrachloride; chloromethane; toluene; and trichiorofluoromethane.
(Detailed data for all the counties where air testing occurred are available at
http://health.earthworksaction.org.)

In 2010, the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) conducted air testing
around natural gas wells and facilities in three regions across the state, in part using the same
canister sampling methods as in this project.z4 When compared to the DEP’s results, OGAP’s results
showed some similarities in both the chemicals detected and concentrations.

Figure 2 shows benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, and m&p-xylenes (o-xylenes not included) broken
down by county from our project, as well as samples taken by DEP at control sites (rural, forested
areas with no nearby gas development), oil and gas sites (including some nearby residences), and
an industrial site (the Marcus Hook monitoring site, which is close to two oil refineries in an
industrialized area of the state2s). Also shown in the chart are the number of detections and the
number of samples in each category (e.g., benzene was detected in four of six air samples in Butler
county).

As seen in these charts, BTEX chemicals measured in our project in Butler and Washington counties
were consistently higher than concentrations found at DEP control sites (ethylbenzene and m&p
xylenes were not detected at any of the control sites). When compared to the sampling done by

According to the DEP, some of the VOCs found in our study are present
in ambient air because they were once widely used and persist in the
atmosphere.;6 The DEP indicates that acetone and the BTEX chemicals, however, may be attributed
to gas development.27 (In addition, the presence of VOCs clearly influences air quality overall.>

GAS PATCH ROuLETTE: HOW SHALE GAS DEVELOPMENT RISKS PUBLIC HEALTH IN PENNSYLVANIA
Eorihworks Oil & Gos AccountabiIilv Project ‘ www.eorihworksoctionOtq

DEP around oil and gas facilities the concentrations in Butler and
Washington counties were in the same range for benzene, but were
considerably higher for toluene, ethylbenzene, and m&p-xylenes. It is
also striking that some of the concentrations of ethylbenzene and
xylene measured at homes in Butler and Washington counties were
higher than any concentration detected by the DEP at the Marcus Hook
industrial site. Again, while factors such as topography, type of gas, and
emission control technologies can influence air results, it is highly
possible that air quality at the sites where we tested—all in rural and
residential areas—was worse overall because of the proximity of gas
facilities,

Concentrations of
ethylbenzene and tylene
measured at homes in
Butçr and Washington
Counties for this project
were higher than in air
tests done by the DEP at
the larcus Hook
Industrial site.
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To provide some perspective on benzene concentrations found in our results1we examined data
on national benzene concentrations in the U.S. (based on annual average concentrations at 22
urban sampling locations). Between 1994 and 2009, benzene in ambient air declined.28

In 2009,80 percent of the urban sites had average annual benzene concentrations between 0,4
and 1.5 micrograms per cubic meter (pg 1m3),with the average and median concentrations for the
22 sites being less than 1 pg /m3. Five of our air canister tests had benzene above the national
(urban) average, and two had concentrations equal to the maximum average annual concentration
measured by EPA in U.S. urban areas in 2009 (i.e., 1.5 pg 1m3).29

GAS PATCH ROU11TE: HOW SHALE GAS DEVELOPMENT RISKS PUBLIC HEALTH IN PENNSYLVANIA 24
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As mentioned previously, the current project’s sampling tcx.ations were in
rural areas of Pennsylvania. While local traffic may have contributed some
benzene, the most likely primary sources of benzene in these areas are oil
and gas facilities; increased truck traffic associated with these sites could
also be a contributing factor.

It is inporant to note that the concentrations found in our study were one
t1rn. samples, while the EPA concentrations represent an average of many
samples taken over the course of a year. So there may have been some
individual samples in urban areas that were higher than 1.5 /m. ft is also
possible, however, that benzene concentrations at the sampling locations
in our project could have exceeded 1.5 pg /m3ifnumerous samples were
taken over the course of several months or a year

Finally, the chemicals sampled in our project were limited to a selection of
VOCs. The analytical methods used did no test for some chemicals known
to be associated with oil and gas facilities such as formaldehyde, which is
commonly emitted from compressor stations. According to the U.S. EPA,
the major toxic effects caused by acute formaldehyde exposure via
inhalation are eye, nose, and throat irritation and effects on the nasal
cavity” These were symptoms experienced by high percentages of survey
respondents. In addition, hydrogen sulfide, a known toxic compound with
many of the health effects documented in this project, is often associated
with oil and gas development. Testing for such chemicals would have
required different types of air sampling methods than applied here.

The nine water samples taken for this project were sent to laboratories
that analyzed for dozens of substances. Table 8 shows the 26
parameters that were detected in at least one sample (including water
temperature and pH). Several of the chemicals found in samples are
known to be associated with oil and gas drilling operations. For
example, barium, bromide, calcium, chloride, iron, manganese,
magnesium, potassium, sodium, sulfate, strontium, arid Total Dissolved
Solids TDS) have been measured in effluent from a Pennsylvania
wastewater plant that only treats oil and gas industry brine and
hydraulic fracturing flowback

Operators flare gas that’s uneconomical
to process or to bum off ceTtain
compounds. Flaring emits a host of air
pollutants determined by the chemical
composition of the gas and the
temperature of the flare
Photo by Frank Finn
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9 9mg/L

mg/L

mg/I

mg/I

mg/I

mg/I

0.029 0.5 0.25 2 0

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

0

9

9

33

4.5

9.2

0.126

120

66.2 43 7 None

16,8 9.1 None

64.1 20.9 None

.7 0.5 None

234 147 None

6 7.9 6.5 6.5- 8.5

38 285 130 None

Barium

Calcium

Magnesium

Sodium

Strontium

Hardness (Total as

CaCOS)

pH

Alkalinity (Total as

CaCO3)

Total Dissolved Solids

Sulfate

Manganese

Chloride

Iron

Potassium

Specific Conductance

Methane

Arsenic

Lead

Total Coliform

Total Suspended

Solids

Temp. water

Turbidity

Nitrate

E. coli

Sulfur

Bromide

Std Units

mg/L

mg/L

mg/I

rng/L

mg/I

mg/I

mg/L

pmhos/crn

pgfI

mg/L

mg/I

per 100 ml

mg/I

Deg. Celsius

NTU

mg/I

per 100 ml

pg/i

mg/L

9 9

9 9

9 9

9 9

9 7

9 7

9 6

6 6

6 6

9 5

9 4

9 4

9 4

6 4

3 3

3 3

3 3

9 2

1 1

2 below

0

0

7

0

5

3

0

138

6.7

<0.005

<5.0

<0.04

1.14

287

1.06

<0.001

<0.001

Absent

<5

25

0.22

0.076

Absent

<1,000

392

231

6.44

84,3

153

1.57

552

574

0,0282

0.113

Present

448

2

5.7

071

Present

7,550

218 500

33 250

1.04 0.05

24.1 250

19.5 0.3

1.1 None

326 None

10 None

0.005 0,010

0.01 0.005*

None

118 None

28 None

2.3 None

0.46 10

None

2,850 None

0.26 0.26 026 None

Minimum veksss: If reports included non-detects of a particular chemical, the minimum value in the table was shown as being less than
<) she lowest laboratory detection limit.

liaai vIues: Non-detected chemicals were assigned a concentration equal to half cf the detection hmit only if there vsrs othe’ samples
that detected the chemical.
‘MCL Maximum Contaminant Levels published by the Pennsylvania Department of Enuironniental Protection Division of Drinhtng Water
Management
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Two of the water samples, both from Butler County, were more acidic than the recommended pH
for drinking water. Iron, manganese, arsenic, and lead were detected in water well samples from
Bradford and utlei’ Counties at levels higher than the Maximum Contaminant Levels (MCLs) set by
DEP’s Division of Drinking Water Managernent.32

it is important to note that while aboratory tests may not show exceeded levels for some of the
other subseces, drinking water standards on which to base such determinations often do not
exist, incluthng for methane, bromide, sodium, stronturn, or Total Suspended Sods tTSS).

More than half of the project water samples contained methane. Although some groundwater can
contain low concentrations of methane under normal conditions, its presence could also indicate

natural gas migration from improperly cased or damaged gas wells. In addition, a recent analysis of
U.S. Geological Survey water monitoring data for an aquifer near
Pavillion, Wyoming found that thermogenic gas (which likely
comes from shale formations), as well as chemicals associated
with hydraulic fracturing, are present—evidence that strongly

suggests that these substances can seep
into water supplies following fracturing.

Concentrations of some metals such as manganese and iron may
be elevated in Pennsylvania surface waters and soils either
naturally or due to past industrial activities, and levels can vary
regionally and seasonalIy.3 In 2012, Pennsylvania State University Dunking water wells have been
(PSU) researchers found that some drinking water wells in the contaminated with methane, chemicals.
state contained elevated concentrations of certain contaminants and other substances.

prior to any drilling in the area. For exampe, PSU researchers Photo by: NEd Stehzor

found that 27 percent of pr&drilling water samples had
manganese above the DEP drinking water standard. In this
project. 7 out of the 9 water supplies sampled (78 percent) had manganese levels above the state

MCt; this is a much higher percentage than the PSU study. If there was no impact from drilling, one

would expect that fewer than three of our project samples would have had manganese above the
MCL.

Even when metals in ground water are naturally occurring or pie-date gas development, driUing

and hydraulic fracturing have the potential to mobilize substances in formations such as Marcellus

Shale, which is enriched with barium, uranium, chromium, and zinc and othe’ rneras.’ Also,

drilling can cause physical and chemical changes to groundwater aquifers that may result in

elevated metals and sediment concentrations in drinking water. hi the PSIJ study, there were

three cases where wells within within 3,000 feet of the nearest Marcellus gas well experienced

changes in manganese, iron and sediment after drilling occurred. For example, each water well

had pre-duiiIing manganese concentrations near or below the drinking water standard (0.05 mg!L)

that increased far above the standard following drilling,39
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More research would be required to state “cause and effect”
connections between the chemicals present in air and water in
specific locations and symptoms eoorted by particular residents.
Nonetheless, associations can be made, as many of the chemicals
detected through testing are known to be linked to both oil and gas
operations and with the health symptoms reported in the surveys.no

The air tests together detected 19 chemicals that may cause sinus,
skin, ear/nose/mouth, and neurological symptoms, 17 chemicals
that may affect vision/eyes, 16 that may induce behavioral effects,
Ii that have been associated with liver damage, 9 with kidney
damage, and 8 associated with digestive/stomach problems. ln
addition, the brain and nervous system may be affected by 5
chemicals that were detected, the cardio(ogical system by 5,
muscles by 2, and blood cells by 2.ni

More specifically, benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, xyiene,
chiorornethane, trichioroethene, and acetone were detected at
project sites where residents reported associated symptoms in
health surveys, including in the categories of sinus/respiratory, skin,
vision/eyes, ear/nose/mouth, and neurological. Some of these
chemicals, as well as others (such as carbon tetrachioride and
tetrachloroethylene), were found at sites where survey participants
reported associated symptoms in the categories of digestion, kidney
and liver damage, and muscles. (For a full list of health symptoms
associated with the chemicals detected, see
http://heaIth.earthworksaction.org.)

As shown in Table 9,68 percent of the respondents at households
where chemicals were detected reported symptoms known to he
associated with those chemicals. Fayette and Washington Counties
had the highest rate of association, followed by Greene, Bedford,
and Butler. The total 1svteT of ssjiptos reoted by indidi•a

rticpsts etii from 2- ) i, bet move thea baif of
reovted havi oev 2 ‘‘asd aeeri eec

qeavtev veovtec1 ovev S0. The highest number of number of
symptoms in households v.jhere we conducted air testing were
reported by a 26 year-old femate in Fayette County (90 symptoms)
and a 51 year-old female in Bradford County (94 symptoms).

Jisiny of the omi©)e cictad
thvoui teethig are ktowm t be
Dked to both oil and çjae
opertione sind with the hs,siih
emipmo reported Ii the

The many stages of gas development create
multiple pathways for exposure to air and
water pollution, such as emissions, spills,
leaks from compressors. impoundments, and
other facilities.

Photos by: NdIa Steinzor (top); Frank Fkisn (bottom)
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In addition, as shown in Table 10, the pecent of indMduals reporting particular types of symptoms
that are associated with chemicals detected in the air testing was generally consistent across
counties.

YabDe Percent o? i at rtesthg sites repcrth9j ycss dated wi dcas
detected at tbose sites, by syreptor categey

83 100 88 100 81 73 80

Visioa/eyes 73 100 63 69 67 60

69 50 63 88 75 80

63 50 63 88 69 53 40

60 50 88 75 44 53 60

rafioed/e 54 67 50 63 63 47 4

Ear/ ose/mosth 33

This includes air samples from Clearfield, Elk, Greene, and Susquehanna Counties

As mentioned above, iron, manganese, arsenic, and lead were detected in water samples ai levels
above Pennsyivania drinking water standards. These substances are known to be associated with

Fayette 17 73% 33 - 100%

15 73% 33 - 100%

10

12

6

2

58% 16-100%

63% 56-68%

69% 63-100%

64% 53-74%

None None

70% 70%

50% 50%

20

40
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numerous symptoms reported by individuals living in the homes where those tests were
conducted, including in the categories of sinus/respiratory, skin reactions, digestive/stomach,
vision/eyes, ear/nose/mouth, neurological, muscle/joint, behavioral/mood/energy, and liver and
kidney damage. In addition, survey participants in the homes where
water test results showed the presence of methane reported heafth
symptoms known to be associated with the gas, including in the
categories of sinus/respiratory, digestive/stomach, neurological, and
behavioral/mood/energy.

Where wecar teat reulia
ahowed the precence o
thene, piciparts
reported heelfh
sytorna known f.o h
essocietsd wk die

Even though many participants indicated they had concerns with
both water and air, the different types of testing conducted at
different households provides a way to explore whether there might
be particular symptoms more commonly associated with one type of
exposure. As indicated in Figure 4, there were notable differences in
several of the top symptoms reported at households where water versus air was tested, and
among survey participants as a whole. Participants with water tests had a higher occurrence of skin
rashes, difficulty breathing, skin irritation, diarrhea, persistent skin problems and sores that
wouldn’t heal, as well as a lower occurrence of severe headaches, throat irritation, and sleep
disturbances, than those with air tests and all respondents.

Piçjere 4t csrr:es ie symptoms l&ased ce s dmots with water anci air Bests

Differences in symptoms based on respondents with water and air tests
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The data gathered through this project point to three central condusions: (1) contaminants that
are associated with oil and gas development are present in air and water in areas where residents
are experiencing health symptoms consistent with such exposures; (2) there is a strong likelihood
that residents who are experiencing a ranqe of health problems would not be if widespread gas
development w&e not occurring; and (3) by permitting widespread gas deveionmet without fuHy
understanding its impacts to public health—and using that lack of knowledge tojusti’ regulatory
inaction—Pennsyvan!a and other states are risking the public’s health.

This project documented health symptoms and the presence of air contamnants at longer
distances from gas facilities than in other locations where similar projects have been conducted.
This could be because the previous air testing was conducted in a limited geographcal area very
C1OSC to racilities, whiie the surveys and testing in Pennsylvania took place in areas where wells and
facilities are more spread out. This could also help to explain why Pennsylvania residents who
don’t have gas facilities located on their own properties often report health problems and
indicates that air contaminants and odors can travel further than might have previously been
assumed.

Because of the short—term nature of the air canister testing (24 hours) and the single water tests
conducted at households, our results reflect conditions at particular “moments in time,” Factors
such as the stage of drilling, weather conditions, wind speeds, topography, geology, and whether
facilities are in operation or shut down may have an impact on the testing results. in addition,
some chemicals may have been present in Water or air below detection
limits or prior to when the tests were conducted, meaning that other
exposures may have also occurred that caused the reported symptoms.
Given this, more continuous testing over longer periods of time and at
additional locations would likely reveal different chemicals, chemca
concentrations, and associations with health impacts.

A related consideration for future research is the wide variation of results,
and therefore conclusions about the presence and levels of chemicals, that
occur depending on the laboratory used. This project used three
laboratories to supply canisters and analyze samples (a step taken to
compare the capacity and protocols of labs and to have “back up” should
one of the labs have proven inadequate). However, while all the labs tested
for the same core suite of chemicals, testing for other chemicals and the
reporting limits for detection varied. In addition, the labs did not all analyze the
samples for the same VOCs. For example, only Columbia Analytical analyzed for
Acetone and 2-Butanone, while only Pace Analytical analyzed for n-Hexane and
Total Hydrocarbons as gas.

More research is warranted to establish connections between reported health

_____

problems and particular events related to gas operations, such as chemical
spills, leaking waste pits, and flaring and venting. This could include, for
example, examination of case files compiled by regulatory agencies, interviews
with residents near the facilities where problems occurred, and daily odor and symptom logs kept
by residents.

‘J1ore con’thiuous isting
over longer prode of
fime end a aclditiona
loce’iions would lIkely
reveel clifferen
cheriicels, (LD3l

corentretiona, end
essoaietiorie with hesith
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Photo by: Frank Fnan
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Pubhc health was not brought into discussions about shale gas extraction at earlier stages, in consequence, the health systeni

finds itself lacking critical information about environmental and public health impacts of the technologies and unable to address

concerns by regulators at the federal and state levels, communities, and workers..

—lnstftute of Medidne at the Naonal Academies of Science

Simply put, scientific investigation has not been able to keep pace with the rapid expansion of

potential pathways of exposure and associated risks of gas development. Widespread interest by

the health, medical, and environmental research community in examining the impacts of oil and

gas development is relatively recent, perhaps coincident with the geographic expansion of

activities and increased risk of mpacts.

In addition, environmental testing and monitorino: has long been primarily conducted for a limited

number of air contaminants and in areas of high popuiation density, while testing at oil and gas

facilities in states like Pennsylvania began only recently.’aThe result is a lack of data on which to

base health-related research or for use by agencies charged with protecting health and air and

water quality. Further, only a few states require any kind of

baseline water testing before drilling begins, and this

information is largely not accessible to the general public

This makes it difficult for researchers, regulators, and

communities to establish clear connections after gas

operations begin.

People living in oil and gas development areas day in and day

out—as well as workers at job sites where hazardous

substances are continuously used—are subjected to chronic,

long-term exposure to multiple toxic substances from a

number of facilities. Yet this experience is often not reflected

in the standards used to determine the impacts of chemicals

and the relative satety or risk of exposure to them through

both air and water. In turn, this calls into question reference

to these standards (including by the gas industry and

regulators) as a basis on which to judge the “risk” and “safety”

of operations or to claim that evidence of harm does not exist.

As summarized by the Agency for Toxic Substances and

Disease Registry, “. . .most toxicological testing is performed on

single chemicals, but human exposure is rarely limited to

single chemicals.. .A particular issue is whether a mixture of

components, each of which is present at less than guidance

concentrations, may be hazardous due to additivity,

interactions, or both.”

Similarly, risk assessments for many chemicals use a high dose Photoby Nadia Steinzor

,ll’.

People living in oil and gas
devalopment areas and workers are

exposed o rrniltiple toxic eubsances

from a number of faciliiiea, Yet thts
experasnca a often riot reflected in

the afandarcis used to determine the

cthety or risk of exposure.

V’dH equipment close to home.
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as the starting point for calculating levels at which negative effects can be observed—potentially

minimizing the exposure risks of low doses of many chemicals. A recent paper, for example,

showed that endocrine disrupting chemicals can have different but still harmful effects at low

doses than at high ones1 concluding that fundamental changes in chemical testing and safety

protocols are needed to protect human health. In addition, many chemicals have not yet been

studied with regard to their health impacts. For example, as stated in a study on air toxics by the

University of California-Berkeley School of Public Health, “Of the 188 hazardous air pollutants

(HAPs) listed in the Clean Air Act, only a handful have information on human health effects. Lack of

consistent monitoring data...makes it difficult to assess the extent of low-level, chronic, ambient

exposures to HAPs that could affect human health.”5!

Finally, many areas of the country already have compromised air and water quality from various

sources, such as traffic, agriculture, industry, and even previous mining and fossil fuel

development. Today’s oil and gas operations add even more chemicals and pollutants to the

environment. For individuals with underlying conditions (eg., asthma, heart conditions, or cancer),

this can potentially cause a “trigger effect” and result in both new and the worsening of old health

problems.

COWLD

Recent research has begun to establish links between oil and gas operations and health1including:

o A 2011 review of over 600 known chemicals used in natural gas operations concluded that

many could have long-term health impacts, including on skin, eyes, and kidneys and

respiratory, gastrointestinal, brain/nervous, immune, endocrine, and cardiovascular

systems, as well as causing cancer and mutations.52

o A 2012 study in Colorado based on air sampling data showed that due to the toxicity of air

emissions near natural gas sites, residents living closer to the sites had a greater risk of

health-related impacts than those living further away.s

o A 2012 paper documented cases in which animals (both livestock and pets) exposed to

natural gas operations and related toxic substances suffered negative health impacts and

even death.1
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Public health has not been a priority for policyrnakers making decisions aboit gas development. In
just the last year, Marync, Pennsylvania, and the US. Secretary of Energy established
commissions to study the impacts of shale gas development, but none of the more than 50
members on these official bodies had health expertise ifl addition, New York’s muIJ-year review
of Marceilus Shale drilling has to date failed to analyze health impacts;’

Regulators do not require companies to provide information on potential health impacts in energy
proposals and permit applications. Some associated concerns (such as traffic and noise) are often
included in federal Environmental Assessments and Environmental Impact Statements, or when
laws in 17 states spur sImIlar analyses; But only a rew Heaftn Impact Assessments (Hi/ks) have
been conducted in the United States specifically on OIl and gas development;

Special exemptions for the oii arid gas industry in sections of seven
federal environmental laws compound the neglect of public health
impacts in decisionmaking. Most notable is the ability of operators to
keep secret the chemicals and chemical concentrations used in
hydraulic fracturing (Safe Drinking Water Act); to measure air
emissions based on single facilities, even if several make up a single
operation (Ciean Air Act); and to avoid classification (and thereby
stringent transport and disposal requirements) of produced solid
waste and wastewater as hazardous (Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act); These loopholes are replicated on the state level,
where regulations developed for limited conventional drilling—in
particular with regard to setbacks and waste disposal—are
inadequate to address the complexity and intensity of shale gas
development.

In addition, a crisis is underway in oil and gas industry monitoring
and enforcement, likely adding to the pathways of pollution that are
left undocumented and unaddressed. In a comprehensive analysis of
programs in six states (Colorado, New Mexico, New York, Ohio,
Pennsylvania, and Texas), Earihworks’ OGAP found that regulatory
agencies have been unable to keep up with oversight of existing
wells, let alone the boom in shale gas development;’ln Pennsylvania
specifically, OGAP found that 86 percent of active wells were not
inspected in 2011; violations by many operators are getting worse
with time; the rate of enforcement has been declining; and penalties
are too weak and inconsistent to have a deterrent effect.61

Spaciil exemptiona for the ol
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4 Recommendaons
The shale gas boom reflects a glaring mismatch in timing: knowledge about health and
environmental impacts—and changes in policies and regulations to address them—are evolving
slowly, while development is rapid and widespread.

1Becanse of this, or pRimary reconnmendation is that Pen sylvania (and other states) should
put public health first and refuse to permit new as devetJoment until they can assure
affected communities that they (a) fully understand the associated public health Risks and (b)
have taken all necessary steps to prevent those health Risb.

To this end, the following measures can help prevent the further degradation of public health and
air and water quality.

GIVE PUBLIC HEALTH A CENTRAL ROLE IN GAS DEVELOPMENT DECISIONS States should conduct
HIAsto analyze both problems that could arise over time and existing health and environmental
risks that could be exacerbated by industrial activities Because HIAs help identify measures
related to toxic exposure, air and water pollution, emergency response, and other aspects, their
conclusions can (if adopted) help prevent problems from occurring in the first pIace.’

INVOLVE STATE AND COUNTY DEPARTMENTS OF HEALTH. These agencies should have the
resources necessary to track reports of health problems near gas facilities and to respond to citizen
complaints (e.g., through a database and online and telephone systems). Health departments
could also train health and medical professionals on exposure pathways and symptoms related to
gas operations, so that residents can receive informed advice and appropriate testing and care
referraIs. The DEP and the Pennsylvania Department of Health (DON) should establish an
agreement to document and respond to spills of chemicals and waste, the underground migration
of fracturing fluids, leaks, and other problems that could give rise to health problems. Financial
assistance should be available for low-income residents whose health may be affected by gas
operations to receive blood and urine tests for chemical exposure.

PLAN AND PACE PERMiTS. Regulatory agencies like the DEP should have a long-term,
comprehensive plan for the scope and pace of permits issued for wells and other facilities, rather
than simply reviewing and approving them on a one-by-one basis. As part of this process, vital
information on air and water quality concerns and pollution sources should be considered and, in
turn, be factored into decisions on where wells and facilities can be built—particularly in relation to
places where health would be most at risk, such as homes, schools, hospitals, and agricultural
areas.

STRENGTHEN REGULATIONS. Among the most critical measures for Pennsylvania (as well as other
states) to consider are significant increases in setback distances from facilities; requirements for
operators to install and use advanced technologies to reduce emissions, odors, and noise; the
replacement of open impoundment pits with closed-loop systems to store waste and drilling
fluids; and required “green completions” to eliminate flaring and venting of methane gas and
other pollutants.

CLOSE THE ENFORCEMENT GAP. Inadequate oversight of gas operations means that risks and
damage to air and water quality are frequently not documented and measures not taken to ensure
accountability, deter offenders, and prevent problems from occurring. Key steps include binding,
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effective inspection protocols, inspection schedules, and wells-to-inspector ratios; significantly
higher fines and penalties for violations; and more timely, thorough responses to citizen reports of
problems.

REVERSE SPECIAL EXEMPTIONS IN KEY PROVISIONS OF U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL LAWS. These
loopholes allow oil and gas operators to avoid rules that every other industry must follow and
make it difficult to fully identify and calculate impacts to air and water quality and health. In turn.
this skews information on the relative costs and benefits of gas development and slows action to
prevent impacts. Closing them would increase the availability and transparency of information on
contaminants and exposures and make it possible to resolve remaining questions about health
impacts.

CONDUCT BASELINE WATER TESTING AND CONTINUOUS AIR MONITORING. Baselines should be
done for both private wells and public drinking water supplies prior to drilling and (for air) at or
near facilities during all phases of operations. Tests should cover a full suite of chemicals and
results should be available to the public.65 Air quality testing should be conducted at a range of
facilities (e.g., well heads, compressor stations, and impoundment pits) that cause emissions and at
distances both close to and further away from homes, schools, and other locations. The DEP or the
DOH could jointly oversee the testing using independent laboratories.

DEVELOP NEW TESTING MEASUREMENTS. Federal agencies (in particular the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention, the Environmental Protection Agency, and the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration) should develop guidelines for interpreting air and water tests that take into
account simultaneous exposure to multiple chemicals. Drinking water and air standards should be
developed for those chemicals for which none currently exist. Public agencies should advocate for
giving low-level, chronic exposure greater prominence in policy decisions. The public health
research community can help improve understanding of current types of exposure and advance
data and protocols that better reflect conditions in gas development areas.

PROHIBIT NON-DISCLOSURE AGREEMENTS (NDAS). Often used in legal settlements involving
business activities and intellectual property protection, NDAs have in recent years become
widespread in oil and gas damages cases as part of negotiations over such aspects as monetary
compensation and medical expenses.65 As a result, documentation, testimony, and information
critical to understanding and preventing health and environmental impacts are often not
available. A possible solution would be public policies that preclude NDAs from covering factual
statements and data in court filings and during discovery, or to require parties to present reasons
why facts related to health and safety should be concealed before an NDA can be entered into.
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Whii we realize that human actWies may involve hazards, people must proceed more carefully than has been the case
in recent historj. Corporations, vermient entities, organizations, communities, scientists and other indhiidueis must
adopt a precautionary approach to all human endeevors.. &2lhen an aciivihj raises threats of herm to human health or
the environmenl precautionary measures sho.kl be taken even if some saves and effect relationships era not fully
established scientfflceliy.

—Wingspread Consensus Statement on the Precautionary Principle

Across the oil and gas patches of the United States, people experiencing heafth problems voice the
simple wish to be believed, Numerous participants in this project—and others in similar situations
natonwde—report that their health has declined since gas developnient began nearby. Despite
frequent statements by policymakers and regulators about the “potential” of “future” impacts,
problems are happening right now, in Pennsylvania and across the gas patches of the United
States. For many people, the situation has grown dire and urgent.

Social, economic, and political pressures often mean that industrial activities are allowed to
happen long before their impact on health and safety is fuHy understood. Without a doubt, more
research on the environmental and health dimensions of shale gas development is needed and
can play a central role in ongoing decisions about complex and controversial energy issues. Yet an
equally valid concern is the need for response even in the face of unanswered questions. To date.
reports of health impacts and the situations of individuals—despite continually growing more
widespread and serious—have not been defined as
evidence or taken seriously enough to spur action and
change.

For many proponents of unfettered gas development,
the absence of incontrovertible evidence of direct links
between gas facilities and specific health impacts
amounts to proof that no harm exists. But for the
individuals whose lives, families, and homes are at
risk——as well as many others who believe health and
the environment always deserve protection—what we
don’t yet know only strengthens the need for caution.

The precautionary principle is warranted when it
comes to both current and future gas and oil
development In particular, this means shifting the
burden of proof of whether harm is being caused to
those proposing the action—the gas industry and
promoters of gas development at all levels of
policymaking—rather than it continuing to be borne
by those directly, and negatively, affected.

Poicyrmiatcers and regulators often speak of
the “poterital” of “future” impacts—but
problems are happening right now in

eansylvania, and across gas patches of the
United States. For many peope, the situation
has grown dire and urgerz.

Photsy: Frank Finan
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Earthworks’ OGAP believes that corporations should be allowed to ectract and process gas and
other mineral fuels only if they can do so without harming human health or contaminating the airF
water, and soil—with an eye to impacts at the local, regional, and global levels. This means:

F’o Wateo Po tion: protect public health, the environment, and the climate from toxic,
hazardous, and carcinogenic chemicals used in the extraction of fossil fuel energy resources.

2. Low Emissions: protect public health, the environment, and the global climate from pollutants
emitted during drilling and ongoing production of energy resources.

. Nc-Go Zomes: protect sacred areas, fragile ecosystems, neighborhoods, drinking watersheds,
and densely populated areas targeted for energy development.

4. Landowne and Co nwiy Consent: continue to develop and then implement laws and
policies making surface and mineral estates co-equal and ensuring that landowners have the
right to negotiate and say “no” to energy development, and that communities wishing to
restrict or prohibit development have the ability to do so.

. Priortize Renewabe EneIry: a comprehensive energy policy should work towards a long-
term phase-out of fossil fuels in favor of energy efficiency and renewable sources like solar and
wind.

These goals are achievable if decisionmakers are willing to slow the rush to drill, and if industry
stops denying the serious problems left in its wake and instead invests the resources and time
needed to fix and prevent them. The findings of this health survey and environmental testing
project—coupled with similar patterns reported elsewhere and an emerging body of scientific and
community-based research—provide a sufficient basis for strong action without further delay.
Only then will the residents of Pennsylvania, and every other gas and oil producing state, be
reassured that their health is not an acceptable casualty of fossi’ fuel use, but instead a basic and
vital need deserving of protection.
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ReaJ peopiie, ireall Nves
This section profiles some of the people who participated in this study. There are many similar
stories being told in Pennsylvania and other states that have been widely reported elsewhere.
Some participants in this project requested anonymity and said they fear reprisals or legal
problems if they speak out.

pscf ‘ir’,in’i’sl!, i-4 ki(Jtn irsJt idJ [rJ, ‘llsi Ii i

If proof is ever needed that gas development comes in many
forms, it can be found on the Smith farm. Old gas wes drHled
decades ago into the Oriskany Sandstone are now being used
to store more recently produced gas. But the results of this
process haven’t stayed underground, and a well and
compressor station were recently built nearby.

By 2007, Angel and Wayne knew something was changing,
and very wrong. First their well water turned brown. Then
water started bubbling up through their barn floor and an oily
sheen and foam appeared on their pond. A stron propane
odor laced the air. Headaches, nosebleeds, fatigue, sinus
problems, throat and eye irritation, and shortness of breath
soon set in, In the space of several months, a horse and three
cows died and twelve calves were either miscarried or
stillborn—a loss of animals unprecedented in the Smiths’
many years of farming. Angel and Wayne’s own health
problems multiplied and trips to doctors are now routine.

“It’s about operators dohig the
right thinçj for people who
have (beer hred. We ‘ust
warn ow’ lives, ow’ Iced, aed
our health (becic”

“I’m often told to stop fighting what’s happening because we
get some royalties from the gas storage, but it hasn’t been
about the money in a really long time,” says Angel. “It’s about
operators doing the right thing for people who have been
harmed. We just want our lives, our land, and our health back.”
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For several months, the Mclntyres hadn’t been happy
about the heavy traffic, intense odors, and the waste pits
and rigs dotting surrounding farmland, But the turning
point came when the entire family became sick after a meal
that included glasses of tap water. Then the water in the
kitchen and bathroom turned soapy and foamy and a dog
suddenly died.

For Janet and Fred and many of their neighbors with similar
problems, the quest for answeTs and help has been long,
hard, and frustrating—and is far from over. Thanks to a
weekly water drive supported by organizations, local
residents, and churches, the Mcintyres and their neighbors
have bottled water to drink, but still have to bathe and do
laundry in water that could be contaminated. While some
ailments have abated, Janet, Fred, and their young
daughter continue to have rashes, breathing problems,
fatigue, eye and throat irritation, and headaches. Some
previous health conditions have also grown worse.

“I had good water before, but now everyone around here
has an issue with their well or health. Something’s clearly
not right,” says Janet. “Can 1 put my finger on it and prove
the precise cause beyond a doubt? No, but the only thing
that’s changed around he:e is gas drilling.”

Janet helps coordinate the ongoing water drive
for families in her community whose dhnking
water went bad after drilling began.

Photo by: Jason BeH
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On a warm summer day nearly 30 years ago,
Jenny and Tom claimed their sl;ce of
heaven, purchasing a historic farnhouse
surrounded by fIelds. Over the years, their
hard work and determination paid off and
Ladybug Farm, a certified organic produce
farm, was born. So were three children, who
grew up loving nature.

A few years ago, the Lisaks came face-toW
face with an unexpected and unwelcome
change to their environment, as Marcellus
Shale operations got underway. First there
was constant truck traffic, then wells were
drilled not far from their house and crops.
The Lisaks began to wake up to the strong
smell of diesel and would experience
frequent headaches, fatigue, sore throats,
and eye and nose irritation whenever they
were near gas lacitities in the area. When a
permit was issued for an impoindment pit
and gas well on the property adjacent to
their farm, stress, irritation, anxiety, and
sieeping probems also set in.

“When living in the country, your time is
marked by nature and each season comes
with its own smells, sounds, and colors. But
those colors have faded and our well
being, livelihood, and dreams are now
threatened,” says Jenny. “I strongly object
to being forced to breathe toxic fumes and
other unhealthy conditions, and to my
family facing the possibility of one day
becoming refugees from our own home”

‘9Ie are fang the possbility of oe day
beomhi refieea from ot’ ostyn home.”
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Lisak family on their farm.

Photo by: Jason BsH
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When Pam Judy and her husband built their dream
house in 2006, they truly came home—settling on
property that once belonged to her great
grandparents and remained part of the famIly
farm, Country life was going great until an unwelcome
nelabbor moved in Just 800 feet away: a lame gas
compressor station.

At first, the resulting noise, odors, and emissions took
away peace and quiet—and then also the entire
family’s health. Both parents and dsildren became
extremely tired and began to have severe headaches,
runny noses, sore threats, and muscle aches. Pam has
also experienced dizziness and vomiting. Everyone
noticed that they felt better when they were away
from home, and started avoiding being outside in
their yard or on their porch.

Air testing (including by the Pennsylvania
Department of Environmental Protection) in the
Judy’s yard and around the compressor station
revealed the presence of a cocktail of chemicals,
including known carcinogens like benzene, toluene,
and xyiene, and several others linked to symptoms
the family was experiencing.

alt’s bad enough feeling sick so much of the time, but
we &so have to worry about the serious health
problems, like cancer, that prolonged exposure to
emissions could cause1”says Pam. uState and federal
officials must take the complaints of residents
seriously and demand that industry change its
practices. Rythe time the dangers become
completely clear, it will be too late for many people.”

Pam at the compressor station near her home.

Pnots bj Trk SchnirHng

‘1By the time the oIgete
bacorre completely cle&i, it
will be too late
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LPAT llLO?Z, COUNTy
Fresh air and the outdoors have always been important to Pat Klotz, who for many years had a
large garden and kept horses. Even after moving, she’s stayed active caring for rescued dogs,
renovating her home, and working as a home health aide. Which is why it felt so strange to get bad
headaches and feel exhausted much of the time.

Then Pat started keeping track of what happened when—and concluded that her health began to
decline soon after a gas well went in upsiope behind her house. Every once in awhile, the air would
smell like sulfur, and soon after she’d start having trouble breathing, get dizzy, or feel intense
burning in her eyes and throat. Sometimes she’d get a strange metallic taste in her mouth or
sudden leg cramps.

Relatives who live near gas facilities several miles away told Pat they were having the same
symptoms, including sudden dental problems. Both households had dogs that would
suddenly become lethargic and have seizures. When they all stopped drinking the tap
water—which began to sometimes run fizzy and turn black in 2010—both people and don•t krowanimals felt better. whet to do

and elected
“Living in the country is supposed to be good for you, but our sense of peace and tranquility officials
ended when drilling started,” says Pat. “The doctors don’t know what to do, even though don t take
more and more people have the same symptoms. Elected officials don’t take our complaints plaintseriously. So we’re still here waiting for help.u

seriously.”

JMETACR LAUFF, WA llTO COU1TY
To Janet and Chris Lauff, the property was perfect, with a rolling meadow ringed by forest “ jaist want
and a stream. They bought it, built a house, and raised their young children. But nearly 15
years later, they’re thinking about moving—that is, if anyone will buy the place (which isn’t of here to aleased) with two well pads and a wastewater impoundment next door. better

place.”
This shift has been rather sudden, with quality of life affected in just the last few years, and
conditions deteriorating rapidly in the last several months. The Lauffs date the start of their
problems to when an access road to the well pads and the impoundment went in upslope
behind their house. Now the impoundment is used 24/7 and truck traffic has become constant.

These events have brought bad odors, nose and throat irritation, and headaches. One of the Lauff’s
sons has asthma, raising concerns of how exposure to chemicals is affecting his health. At times,
the odors have been so severe that the family has left home, and in 2010, the water from their well
stopped running entirely. They’ve also found dead raccoons, fox, and deer near their stream. Both
Janet and Chris—who holds degrees in biology and chemistry and has worked in the chemical and
gas industry for 30 years—know such events can signal deeper health and environmental
problems.

“It’s impossible to know how much we’re affected day-to-day and what that means for the future,”
says Janet. “Gas development changes your whole life. Your privacy is gone. Your peace of mind
and sense of security are gone. I’ve been pretty calm until now, but after dealing with the odors,
noise, dust, water, and air issues for almost three years, I just want to get my family Out of here to a
better place.”
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In rural Fayette County, big changes usually come
slowly. After nearty 30 years in the area, Linda and
David Headley were accustomed to a quiet, serene
way of life, and the farm they bought seven years
ago was the perfect place to settle with their two
Sons.

But just weeks after moving in, the Headleys were
hit hard by the reality of not owning the oil and gas
rights on their property. First it was the truck traffic
and heavy equipment; then came the gas weNs,
separator tanks, and impoundment pit; and more
recently a pipeline cutting across hayfields. Along
with all this have been fuel spills, noise, bad odors,
and a spring that started bubbling and can be lit
on fire.

It wasn’t only the Headley’s property that was
transformed—their health also changed. Linda has
constant sore throats and coughing spells. Grant
and Adam have bouts of intense stomach pain and
nosebleeds. Everyone gets headaches and red,
itchy skin after spending time outdoors, Even the
Headley’s horses have been affected, with b’ittle
hooves and sore feet. And as Linda and David
began talking to neighbors about the changes
sweeping the community, it became clear that
such symptoms were widespread.

“Our once peaceful existence has forever changed.
We aren’t getting answers about why our land is
being damaged and so many people are sick,” says
Linda, “The industry is a loose cannon and
regulators seem to be helpless in the face of all the
development. If we could put a man on the moon
decades ago, we can surely find a better, safer,
healthier way to fuel our future.”

Linda and David watch pipeline construction across their hayllelds.

Photo by: Robarto M. Esquvei I HeraldSndard

“If we could put a man on the moon
decadlee ago, we can surely find a
better, eefer healthier way to fuet our
ftttuwe.”
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L cour
As lifelong farmers, Carol French and her significant other Claude
Arnold know what it’s like to be tired at the end of a hard day’s
work. So they didn’t think twice about how fatigued they were and
how their bones ached. But then they began to wonder if it might
be connected to the rashes, shortness of breath, and headaches
they also were experiencing..

Fortunately, Carol knew what questions to ask and where to look
for answers. A co-founder o Pennsylvania Landowner Group for
Awareness and Solutions, she was spending every free moment
learning about the impacts of gas development and sharing that
knowledge with others. She also kept track of problems that arose
with leases—including her own—and on properties where drilling
was taking place.

Yet nothing could prepare Carol and Claude for when their own
water went bad In 2011. Carol started tracking the timing of when
it would run white, settle with a mossy substance on top of sand,
or become like gelatin, and when nearby drilling activities and the
family’s health symptoms occurred. Her daughter Lynsey—who
has an autoimmune disease that the family doctor said could
make her more susceptible to chemical exposure—was
hospitalized with a high fever. severe weight loss, and intense
abdominal pain, and was found to have an enlarged liver and
spleen and fluid retention. Once she recovered, she moved away
and hasn’t been sick since. In the meantime, seve:a1 dairy cows
have developed rashes and sores, and Carol and Claude continue
to have skin and respiratory problems.

“Gas proponents dismiss and deny stories like ours, and some
even say that developing the resource is so important that it’s
worth ‘necessary sacrifice,’ says Carol. “But what gives them the
right to decide whose health, family, property, and livelihood
should be sacrificed?”

Carol French
PhOIG by: Nd Steizor
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cio PPs COUfJiY
The neighborhood where sstei5 Carol Jean Moten and
Debbie Peeples have lived nearly their whole lives is tight-
knit, with modest houses along a few streets where everyone
knows and helps each other. Residents also long appreciated
the quiet and fresh air that comes from living next to a county
ark--that is, until much of the park was leased for gas drilling
and several well pads went in where trees once stood.

Soon after gas development began, the water in Carol,
Debbie, and their mother Edna’s homes turned odd colors. A
neighbor found sand coming through pipes into the sink.
Periodically, often at night, the air would get hazy and gas and
chemical smells would blow downhill from the oark.

For Carol and Debbie, these episodes meant the onset of
symptoms like headaches, shortness of breath, burning eyes
and throat, dizziness, and disorientation. Carol, an artist,
started having difficufty painting. Over time, both sisters
developed skin lesions and often felt weak and tired. And they
began to wonder if illnesses among cats and dogs in the
neighborhood could be related.

“My icamily drank the water for a long time and now we’re
breathing bad air. But the exposure is low-dose and doesn’t fit
the criteria to gauge harm,” says Carol Jean. “Even a
toxicology doctor cold me that the only thing I can do is leave
my home and move away. When it comes to hydrofractu ring,
there is no justice”

“Evefl a todcoogy docti
told me that the only Ithing i
can do is lsaee my home end
move away,”
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‘3Natural Got Flowback: How the Texas gas boom affects community health and safety. Earthworks’ OGAP, 2011.
/jwww.earthwoi-ksaction.org/libraryfdetail/natural aas flowback

14 All survey participants were assured by OGAP that their identiiing information (e.g., name and address) would be kept confidential
and not used for any other purposes then this project, including to follow up with additional questions, respond to requests for
assistance, or to provide additional resources.

Specific symptoms within each of the main categories included: SINUS/RESPIRATORY (loss of sense of smell, shortness of breath,
hoarseness, asthma, sinus problems, abnormal lung function, difficulty breathing, persistent cough, wheezing, allergies, nasal irritation,
throat irritation, coughing up blood/sputum), BEHAVIOR/MOOD/ENERGY (increased fatigue, feeling weak & tired, extreme drowsiness,
sleep disorders, sleep disturbances, depression, loss of sexual drive, fainting,judgment problems, behavioral changes, suicidal thoughts,
personality changes, severe anxiety, tension, compulsive behavior, agitation, difficulty with activities, appetite disturbances, frequent
irritation). NEUROLOGICAL (memory loss, amnesia, forgetfulness, spelling difficulties, decreased motor problems, difficulty drawing,
staggering/stumbling, falling nerve damage, tremors, seizures, weakness of hands, trembling of hands, tingling of hands, disorientation,
hallucination, dizziness, balance difficulty, slurring of speech, difficulty concentrating). MUSCLES/JOINTS (swollen or painful joints,
arthritis, muscular pain, muscle aches, lumbar pain, weakness, reduced strength). EAR/NOSE/MOUTH (deafness, hearing less, ringing in
ears, difficulty hearing, frequent nosebleeds, noises in ears, loss of sense of taste, discoloration of teeth, metallic taste on cough,
gingivitis, redness/swelling/discoloration of gums, severe salivation, mouth sores or ulcers). DIGESTIVE/STOMACH (abdominal pain,
rectal bleeding, change in bowel habit, black stool, red blood in stool, diarrhea, persistent indigestion, frequent nausea, vomiting,
vomiting blood, loss of appetite, weight loss. SKIN (persistent problems; rashes, irritation, hives, boils, changes in color, sores, discolored
areas, dry/cracked/red areas, pinpoint dots, burns, contact dermatitis, eczema, peeling hands and arms, thickening, yellowing).
VISION/EYES (eyes burning, burns on eyes, conjunctivitis, blurred vision, dry eyes, blindness in either eye, severe eye pain, chronic eye
Irritation, vision difficulty, vision decrease, frequent tearing of eyes, swelling of eyes, uncontrolled eye movement, loss of abilityto see
colors, trembling of eyelids, yellowing of eyes).

‘5A possible explanation is that, given the topography and forest cover in many parts of rural Pennsylvania, distances to facilities (which
were largely reported by survey participants and, where possible using publicly available data, verified by the project coordinator) were
not exact because they were not visually apparent. In addition, natural features, wind speed, and other factors can also determine how
far chemicals can travel at any given point in time, It is also possible that those living farther away from facilities may have certain
symptoms because they are more directly downwind and therefore have more consistent, longer-term exposure to airborne
contaminants than those living even closer to facilities. Or, facilities closer to some of the survey respondents may have had better
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pollution control technologies or were processing different qualities of gas (e.g., wet gas contains higher concentrations of liquid
hydrocarbons than dry gas) and therefore were emitting fewer of the chemicals that could cause these symptoms.
t7Not onlythe respiratory tract, but other organs as well are affected by air pollution. Thus volatile hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide
are transported to the brain and heart via the blood, Symptoms such as headaches, giddiness, nausea and pounding of the heart are the
first indications of excessive exposure, In addition, according to the Swiss National Air Pollution Monitoring network, headaches cn be
an early Indicator of excessive exposure to air pollutants such as volatile organic compounds.
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For example, frequent nosebleeds are more common among children because their mucousal membranes are less developed. If there
are toxic chemicals in the air, nosebleeds in children may be an early-warning sign of an excessive expocure. This symptom has been
experienced by other children in oil and gas producing areas and reported in previous reports by Earthworks OGAP.

19Table includes all smokers. There were 27 smokers between the ages of 24 and 70. The table compares the results from the smoking
sub-group to the sub-group of non-smokers who were between similar ages (23-70 years old). Not included in this calculation were 22
non-smokers who were either younger or older.

20 Eight of the samples (23.5%) were analyzed by Pace Analytical Services, nine (26.5%) by Con-Test Analytical Laboratory, and seventeen
(50%) by Columbia Laboratories.

V Some studies calculate the average/mean by including all samples, and for non-detects a value equal to 1/2 of the minimum reporting
limit (MRL)/detection limit is used. (For example, see; Pennsylvania DEP. Southern Delaware County Report,
htto://www,deoctate.pa.us/deo/deoutate/airwacte/aapxics/rolectsfsdelJsdalrot3,odfWedid not do that because the one laboratory,
Pace Analytical, had MRLs that were often much higher than the values actually detected by the other two laboratories. So the means
would have been skewed (i.e., most likely higher than actual ambient concentrations).

22Pace Analytical reporting limits were reported in parts per billion volume (ppbv). We converted ppbvto micrograms per cubic meters
(pg/m3). To convert values we used equations from “Air Unit Conversion Table (Torrent Labs)
htto:f/www.torrentlab.com/torrent/Home/ResourceCente.r,tmj and EnviroGroup
httu://www.enviroctrou.com/lA%20Unit%20Conversion%20Tablejds,

Even though we found more VOCs and higher concentrations of the chemicals in Washington County than other counties, this does
not necessarily mean that Washington County has worse airquality than other counties in this study. More research would be needed to
confirm that, especially given that more samples were taken in Washington than in other counties in our study, thus increasing the
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